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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Borehole induced structures seen in image logs from the Coso Geothermal Field, CA 

record variation in the azimuth of principal stress. Image logs of these structures from 

five boreholes were analyzed to quantify the stress heterogeneity for three geologically 

distinct locations: two boreholes within the Coso Geothermal Field (one in an actively 

produced volume), two on the margin of the Coso Geothermal Field and outside the 

production area, and a control borehole several tens of kilometers south of the Coso 

Geothermal Field. Average directions of Shmin and its standard deviation are similar along 

the eastern portion of the geothermal field at ~107 ± 28°; this is distinct from the western 

portion which has an azimuth of 081 ± 18° and also distinct from outside the geothermal 

field where the average azimuth is 092 ± 47°. These relationships suggest a correlation of 

stress orientation and heterogeneity with slip on the Coso Wash fault, suggesting that ~20 

years of production has not affected the Shmin.orientation. The slope of power spectrum 

quantifies the length-scale dependence of stress rotations for the volume of the brittle 

crust penetrated by each borehole. Spectral analysis was applied to the depth variation of 

stress direction and it demonstrates that: (1) the data set contains distinct wavelengths of 

stress rotation, (2) that the relative power of these wavelengths in the total scaling of 

stress directions demonstrates a fractal distribution and (3) in a manner consistent with 

earthquakes causing the stress rotations. While the vertically averaged Shmin orientation 

for the three eastern boreholes varied by as little as 1˚, the spectral slopes varied by 0.4 

log (deg2
*m)(m) from the inside to the margin unproduced areas of the Coso Geothermal 

Field. The two boreholes inside the field had spectral slopes within one standard 
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deviation, even though Shmin orientations were not parallel.  These results suggest that at 

the kilometer length scale, the source of stress heterogeneity is dominated by proximity to 

recent fault slip, whereas the centimeter to meter stress heterogeneity is dominated by 

earthquake activity.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose 

Recent efforts at mapping stress directions in the crust reveal regional variations in stress 

resulting from crustal buoyancy and plate interaction (Zoback and Zoback, 1991; Hillis and 

Reynolds, 2000; Towened and Zoback, 2001; Keidling et al., 2009).  Because both of these 

sources of heterogeneity occur over a large range of length-scales, stress heterogeneity in the 

Earth’s brittle crust should similarly vary.  More local variation in stress is also expected to result 

from topographic relief (McTigue and Stein, 1984; Twiss and Moores, 1992), transient flow of 

fluid through rock (Ridley, 1993), the distribution and geometry of rock masses and of fractures 

with different mechanical properties, and earthquake slip (Zang and Stephansson, 2010) (Figure 

1.1).  In addition, human activities, such as impoundment of water behind dams, mine excavation 

(McGarr et al., 1975), and exploitation of hydrocarbon (Chan and Zoback, 2007) and geothermal 

reservoirs (Segall and Fitzgerald, 1998) have now been recognized to change local stress fields 

and impact earthquake activity. The directions of the principal stresses are highly sensitive to 

these changes in stress and variations in stress direction at the tectonic plate scale have been 

mapped from earthquake and borehole data as part of the world stress map project (e.g., Zoback, 

1992) (Figure 1.2). At smaller length-scales stress rotations are commonly visible from the 

orientation of borehole-induced structures visible in image logs (Figure 1.1 and 1.2). In 

geothermal reservoirs active deformation driven by the state of stress is related to development 

and maintenance of permeability in the geothermal system (Barton et al., 1997, 1998). Details of 

the local stress state is therefore of interest for discovering new geothermal fields (Davatzes and 

Hickman, 2006) and for placing boreholes due to the impact of stress on borehole stability and to 

maximize the potential to intersect highly permeable fractures (e.g., Barton et al., 1997).  In 

Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS), heterogeneity in stress is a key control on the potential of 
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fractures to interact with hydraulic stimulation, constrains the direction the stimulation will 

propagate (Heffer, 2002; Dorbath et al., 2010), and constrains the seismic risk associated with 

inducing earthquakes on large faults of known orientation (Fehler, 1989; Brudy and Zoback, 

1998; Davatzes and Hickman, 2006). 
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a. 

 

b. 

 

Figure 1.1:  a. An example of the Representative Elementary Volume (REV) for stress in 
a volume of rock. At very small volumes, or scales, the stress is very heterogeneous, but 
over a certain sampling interval the stress represents an average value, which is the basis 
for this image log analysis (Modified from Zang and Stephansson, 2010). b.The source of 
stress heterogeneity at a variety of scales.  The length scales that can be observed by 
analyzing a borehole range from the centimeter to kilometer scale, and thus may be 
comparable to fault slip and fluid extraction and injection (Zoback and Zoback, 1991; 
Jackson et al., 1995; Jaeger et al., 2007; Segall, 2010; Zang and Stephansson, 2010). 

REV Volume
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a.                                                                      b. 

 

Figure 1.2:  a.  The location of the Coso Geothermal Field, which is positioned between the 
Basin and Range and the Pacific Plate.  b. This location map is zoomed in on the box from a.  
Throughout this region there is a change in faulting regimes from a normal faulting environment 
in the Basin and Range to strike slip faulting along the San Andres Fault (World Stress Map, 
2005).  Within Coso there is strike slip faulting with local normal faulting.  It is also apparent 
from this figure that there is a change in crustal thickness throughout this area and it is also 
interacting with a plate boundary. The minimum horizontal principal stress is plotted (Modified 
from Unruh, 2010). 
 

In this study variation in the orientation of principal stresses was measured along five 

boreholes at a resolution of 0.2 feet (0.061 meters) for vertical distances up to ~8000 feet (2468 

meters) from borehole-induced deformation visible in image logs along near-vertical portions of 

boreholes in the vicinity of the Coso Geothermal Field, CA (Figure 1.2). From the distribution of 

stress directions with depth in each borehole, the relative contributions of distinct frequencies of 

these stress rotations were quantified using spectral analyses. Previously, Shamir and Zoback 

(1992), Day-Lewis et al. (2010; see also Day-Lewis, 2007), and Valley and Evans (2010) have 

used this approach. Valley and Evans (2010) note that in the Soultz EGS reservoir local 

horizontal stress rotations up to 90° were recognized and that the stress directions between 
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nearby boreholes at similar depths can significantly vary. Day-Lewis et al. (2010) proposed that 

the stress rotations are primarily controlled by fault slip consistent with large stress rotations 

predicted from models of fault slip in boreholes by Shamir and Zoback (1992) and Brudy and 

Zoback (1993). Day-Lewis et al. (2010) showed that the spectral slope of stress rotations is 

fractal, which is consistent with the early work by Shamir and Zoback (1992) on short intervals 

of borehole data and that it has the same scaling of the fractal dimension derived from the 

frequency-magnitude distribution (b-value) of earthquakes. Stress rotation due to fault slip 

implies large variations in stress direction (± 90°) can be expected over short distances (30 

centimeters), but also implies that though local principal stress directions vary, the heterogeneity 

of stress directions can be consistent among nearby boreholes (Valley and Evans, 2010). 

Shamir and Zoback (1992) analyzed a borehole near the San Andres fault, Day-Lewis et 

al. (2010) analyzed and compared boreholes near the San Andres Fault, in Germany and in 

Sweden, Valley and Evans (2010) compared and analyzed two boreholes from the production 

area of the Soultz EGS reservoir. Unlike these previous studies on stress heterogeneity, this study 

includes multiple boreholes that span the heavily produced east flank of the Coso Geothermal 

Field (Borehole 34-9RD2DP), the unproduced portions of the Coso Geothermal Field (Borehole 

83-11), the margin of the Coso Geothermal Field (Borehole 58A-10 and 58-10), and a region 

outside the geothermal field (SNORT2) (Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4).  
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Figure 1.3: The location of faults in the vicinity of the Coso Geothermal Field, CA and the 
borehole locations for this study. Both normal and strike-slip faults cut through this region.  A-
A’ is the cross section in Figure 4.1 and B-B’ is the cross section in Figure 1.10. The black box is 
the approximate location of Figure 1.5 (Modified from William Lettice and Associates reported 
by Unruh, 2006). 
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Figure 1.4: The location of the boreholes in the vicinity of the Coso Geothermal Field in China 
Lake, CA.  The red outlined polygon is the 125 mW/m2 heat anomaly based on Duffield and 
Bacon (1980).  The white dashed polygons approximately indicate the areas of production within 
this geothermal field.   

 

1.2 Hypothesis 

Rotated, stress-induced borehole failure inside and outside the geothermal field is direct 

evidence of in situ stress heterogeneity (Day-Lewis, 2007). By comparing minimum horizontal 

stress directions in the five boreholes, I will investigate three key hypotheses:  

(1) Proximal boreholes have similar stress heterogeneity as demonstrated by both 

minimum horizontal stress orientation and in wavelengths of rotations of stress; 
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(2) Stress heterogeneity is significantly impacted by the presence of the Coso Geothermal 

Field and production/injection activity;  

(3) The source of stress heterogeneity for these three regions is seismic activity. 

The orientation of discrete, stress-induced borehole failure is used to find the vertically 

averaged principal stress orientation for each borehole and thus the stress rotations from the 

vertical average. If heterogeneity in stress direction changes systematically with length scale and 

is characteristic of a representative volume, then although local stress directions of neighboring 

boreholes might differ, the vertical average and the power spectral density of stress rotations in 

each borehole will be similar if the boreholes are much closer than the length of borehole 

analyzed.	  Documentation of the stress heterogeneity along boreholes will test the hypothesis 

developed from the three previous studies, that the frequency and amplitude of rotations 

demonstrates scale-invariant, fractal distribution. If the frequency of rotations from the 

production boreholes differ from the non-production boreholes, then the change in the pressure 

from injecting fluids has an effect on local stress heterogeneities, however if the frequencies of 

rotations are similar then production has not had an effect. The variations in local stress 

heterogeneities between the boreholes inside and outside will continue to demonstrate the effects 

of the geothermal field and production. Similarities in local stress heterogeneity will suggest that 

a specific tectonic environment does not control the location of the geothermal field.  

Comparison of the vertical average of stress orientation inside the geothermal field in 

both produced volumes and volumes isolated from production, to the region outside the 

geothermal field will test three potential relationships:  

(1) If stress direction is different in the produced and the non-produced geothermal 

system, this indicates that production activity has caused a change in stress direction.  

Conversely, similarity in stress directions between the two regions despite extensive production 
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would indicate production activity has had only a minor impact on large-scale stress direction at 

Coso.  

(2) Localization of heat flow and a shallow (~4 kilometers) brittle-ductile transition 

suggest that the stress state in the geothermal field should be distinct from the surrounding 

region.  If either the geothermal field as a whole or the un-produced geothermal field displays a 

stress direction distinct from the surrounding and tectonically active region, this suggests that the 

stress state is related to the presence of the Coso Geothermal System. This result would not 

determine whether the difference in stress direction results from geothermal activity or whether it 

is a cause for the localization of geothermal activity, however this feedback could be further 

tested by comparing maps of faults and their relative ages (e.g., Davatzes and Hickman, 2006) 

and provides the incentive for investigation of stress heterogeneity around additional geothermal 

fields.  

(3) If stress directions are relatively uniform across all three regions, the presence of the 

geothermal system and productivity is not controlled by a local stress state. 

Just as stress rotations are modeled to scale with respect to fault length (Shamir and 

Zoback, 1992; Jaeger et al., 2007; Day-Lewis, 2007), the simple model of a circular fault slip 

surface can be used to find that the magnitude of earthquakes scale to fault area (Figure 1.5) 

(Kanamori and Anderson, 1975; Wyss, 1979; Wesnousky et al., 1983; Stein and Wysession, 

2003), both of these relationships can be represented by a fractal dimension. Figure 1.6 

demonstrates the variability the slope relationship between earthquake magnitude and frequency, 

which is define as the b-value (for complete explanation see Section1.4.2), for three different 

length scales spanning from plate tectonics (thousands of kilometers) to the Coso Range (about 

20 kilometers) that can typically be resolved with the global seismometer network. Thus these b-

values could be used to calculate a fractal dimension for each length scale and variation across 
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the size of the volume sampled. Boreholes, however, resolve a length scale smaller than this 

network, and along with local seismic networks in the vicinity of the Coso Geothermal field, the 

continuum of earthquakes scaling can be determined. If the proposed fractal dimension of stress 

rotation is comparable to the fractal dimension of earthquakes, then the source of stress 

heterogeneities are earthquakes in the vicinity of boreholes. Furthermore, if the fractal dimension 

of stress heterogeneity differs in the produced borehole from the unproduced borehole with 

corresponding changes in the fractal dimension of earthquakes in the vicinity of the respective 

boreholes, then this analysis reveals a mechanism by which the production in the Coso 

Geothermal Field can cause changes in the magnitude-distribution of induced seismicity and thus 

has implications for seismic risk.  Similarly, if the local stress heterogeneity inside and outside 

the geothermal field differs, this difference further demonstrates the correlation between the 

geothermal field and induced seismicity. 
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Figure 1.5: The source area (slip area) of an earthquake, or the area of the fault the 
earthquake occurs on, is systematically related to magnitude of an earthquake 
(Reproduced from Wyss, 1979). 
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Figure 1.6:  Earthquake magnitude-frequency distributions for the world, the Southern 
California Seismic Network and for the Coso Range with calculated b-values (Modified 
from Bhattacharyya and Lees, 2002; “World Wide Earthquakes”, 2011). 
 

 

1.3 Geologic Setting 

The Coso Geothermal Field is located east of the Sierra Nevada Mountains in the Eastern 

California Shear Zone (Figure 1.2a) (Adams et al., 2000; Fialko and Simons, 2000; Wicks et al., 

2001; Davatzes and Hickman, 2006; Davatzes and Hickman, 2010).  Tectonically, this location 

lies at the western margin of the Basin and Range province where it transitions into the Walker 

Lane (Fialko and Simons, 2000; Manley and Bacon, 2000; Monastero et al., 2005). Styles of 

faulting throughout this region change from the normal faulting style of the Basin and Range on 

the edge of the stable North American craton to strike slip faulting with normal faulting in the 

Coso Region to strike slip and thrust faulting throughout the San Andreas System at the nearby 

plate boundary (Lin and Stein, 2004); these changes in faulting style correspond to the broad 
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change in principal stresses (Figures 1.2 and 1.3).  In a normal faulting environment (Basin and 

Range), the vertical principal stress is the most compressive, whereas, in a strike slip 

environment (San Andres Fault) one of the horizontal principal stresses is the most compressive 

and one is the least compressive and lastly, in a thrust faulting environment, the vertical principal 

stress is the least compressive stress. 

Within the Eastern California Shear Zone (Figure 1.7), there is 5 to 6.5±0.7mm/yr of 

dextral shearing (McClusky et al., 2001) broadly distributed across the region and ~35 mm/yr of 

extension within the approximately 10 x 15 km region containing the Coso Geothermal Field 

(Wicks et al., 2001). Although the geothermal field is locally dissected by normal faults, the 

Walker Lane, a geologic trough through this area of California, is characterized by strike slip 

faults and accommodates as much as 25% of the North America-Pacific plate relative motion 

(McClusky et al., 2001). Holocene normal fault scarps reveal active extension, specifically along 

the Coso Wash Fault (Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.8) (see summary in Davatzes and Hickman et al., 

2006).  Figure 1.8 demonstrates the amount of seismicity in the vicinity of the Coso Geothermal 

Field; the average rate is 20 micro-earthquakes (< 3 magnitude) per day (Davatzes and Hickman, 

2010).  
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Figure 1.7: Map illustrating the tectonic activity in the vicinity of the Coso Geothermal 
Field (Reproduced from Lee et al, 2009). 
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Figure 1.8:  Numerous faults mapped throughout this region with seismicity and borehole 
locations.  It is evident that both normal faulting and strike slip faulting occur, along with 
seismicity in the Coso Geothermal Field.  Boreholes 58A-10 and 34-9RD2 were both analyzed 
for this study. 
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The bedrock is composed of fractured Mesozoic granites and diorites (Figure 1.9) that lie 

above a partially molten body (Fialko and Simons, 2000; Manley and Bacon, 2001; Wicks et al., 

2001).  There are rhyolite domes throughout the field, the most recent (0.04 million years) of 

which is Sugarloaf Mountain (Figure 1.3) and these features increase in age with distance from 

the geothermal field (Lanphere et al., 1975; Duffield and Bacon, 1980; Manley and Bacon, 

2000). Due to this partial melt, temperatures measured in boreholes at less than 3 km (true 

vertical depth) reach up to 342° C (Davatzes and Hickman, 2010). Two zones of clay alteration 

minerals also demonstrate an increase in heat with depth; smectite is dominant at shallower 

depths representing temperatures less than ~200°C and illite is dominant deeper representing 

higher temperatures (Lutz et al., 1996).  
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Figure 1.9:  Rock cuttings log of borehole 58A-10 in the Coso Geothermal Field.  The 
rock type, distribution and alteration minerals are depicted with depth of the borehole in 
meters below ground level. The abbreviations from right to left at the bottom are Calcite, 
Pyrite, Hematite, Epidote and Chlorite (Reproduced from Davatzes and Hickman, 2009). 

 

There are more than 100 boreholes drilled inside and immediately outside of the 

geothermal field (Figure 1.8) (Adams et al., 2000). The geothermal field itself is distinguished by 

high rates of shallow seismicity that cut off at ~3.5 km depth suggesting a shallowing of the 

brittle-ductile transition (e.g., Monastero et al., 2005; Kaven et al., 2011) and extensional strains 
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inferred from focal mechanism inversions (Unruh and Streig, 2004). The produced volumes of 

the geothermal system are further distinguished by shallow, high temperatures (Duffield and 

Bacon, 1981; Kaven et al., 2011), low Vp/Vs ratios (Wu and Lees, 1999; Julian et al., 2010; 

Kaven et al., 2011), high rates of seismicity with low maximum earthquake magnitude (Unruh 

and Streig, 2002; Kaven et al., 2011), and volume changes revealed by InSAR (Fialko and 

Simons, 2000; Wicks et al., 2001).  

The margin of the geothermal field along Coso Wash is much cooler (~40°C at a depth of 

80 meters) than the main field and is characterized by lows rates of seismicity and low 

earthquake magnitudes (< 3) (Bhattacharyya and Lees, 2002; Davatzes and Hickman, 2006). 

Outside the geothermal field, seismicity extends to about 8 kilometers depth (Figure 1.10), with 

larger earthquake magnitudes than in the geothermal system (Figure 1.8) (Monastero et al., 

2005). Although these characteristics distinguish the volumes sampled by the five boreholes in 

this study, they all penetrate similar Mesozoic granites and diorites (Adams et al., 2000; Manley 

and Bacon, 2001; Wicks et al., 2001; Kovac et al., 2005). Previous analyses of these boreholes 

indicate that the vertically averaged Shmin measured range from 099± 18° to 176± 15° (Davatzes 

and Hickman, 2006), with variation due to location.  Individual rotations of stress have been 

documented up to 70° from the mean in borehole 58A-10 (Davatzes and Hickman, 2006).   
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Figure 1.10:  The distribution of earthquakes in the vicinity of the Coso Geothermal Field 
(Reproduced from Monastero et al., 2005) demonstrating the difference in depth 
distribution of earthquakes between the area in the geothermal field and outside the field.  
The cross-section line B-B’ location is on Figure 1.3. 
 

The U.S. Navy owned geothermal plant, located on the Coso Geothermal Field, currently 

produces 240-270 MW of electricity (Adams et al., 2000; Kovac et al., 2005).   This plant is the 

second largest geothermal power facility in the United States (Wicks et al., 2001).  Produced 

fluids are re-injected into the geothermal into the reservoir (Fialko and Simons, 2000) and the 

seismicity record by the Navy Geothermal Program Office demonstrates clouds of seismicity in 

the main field of the geothermal field and the east flank, which cluster in areas of higher 

temperatures (Kaven et al., 2011); thus it has been proposed that micro-earthquakes that occur in 

the Coso Geothermal Field are due to power production activities (Bhattacharyya et al., 1999; 

Bhattacharyya and Lees, 2002). The earthquake data have been recorded since 1995 in this 

geothermal field, which was after production began, however the Southern California Seismic 

network has been in operation since 1932 (Hutton and Jones, 1993), with significant 

improvements in the detection threshold in since the 1970’s when the detection threshold first 

fell below magnitude 2. Although, this is significantly higher than the local network detection, 
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the record reveals low rates of seismicity prior to production began in 1988 and followed by 

increased seismicity concomitant with more significant sustained production since the mid-

1990’s (Hauksson et al., 2001). 

	  

1.4 Background  

1.4.1 Fault Slip, Stress Drop, and Stress Heterogeneity 

 The elastic strain energy stored in a rock due to the applied principal stresses can be 

released by breaking bonds in fracture formation or through fault slip (Scholz, 2002).  

In the case of fracture slip, this release of strain energy produces an earthquake that preferentially 

expends the shear tractions resolved on the fault surfaces as it slips, causing local rotations of 

principal stress directions. This release of shear stress is called the stress drop and is calculated 

as: 

€ 

Δσ =
7M0

12Lf

        Equation 1.1 

where  is the shear stress drop, Mo is the moment magnitude of an earthquake and in the 

simple case in which the fractures are penny-shaped, Lf, the radius of the fracture, characterizes 

the geometry of the fault (Kanamori and Anderson, 1975; Shamir and Zoback, 1992). Studies of 

fault length and displacement demonstrate a systematic relationship where the larger fractures 

have larger displacements (Figure 1.11) (Dwyers and Anders, 1995) and the displacement 

associated with fracture propagation produces a change in the principal stress orientation on that 

fault and is transferred into elastic energy at the fault tip (Scholz, 2002).  In either case this 

release of elastic energy must correlate to a change in the principal stress direction and the 

amount of rotation must scale with the magnitude of an earthquake (Scholz, 2002).  Using 

Equation 1.1, varying moment magnitudes and a consistent radius, Shamir and Zoback (1992) 
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modeled rotations of borehole-induced structures, and therefore the principal stresses (Figure 

1.12).  

 

 

Figure 1.11: The amount of displacement that occurs during fault slip is systematically 
related to the length of the fault, the larger the fault the greater the displacement. The n 
values represent the slope of each best-fit line (Modified from Clark and Cox, 1996). 
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a.                                                                              b. 

 

Figure 1.12:  a. A model that demonstrates the amount of stress drop, which occurs at different 
distances from a fault.  b. The variation in azimuth of the maximum horizontal principal stress 
due to differences in earthquake magnitude and stress drop (Reproduced from Shamir and 
Zoback, 1992).  

 

 

The amount of slip induced scales with the fault dimensions, the frictional resistance to 

shearing, which is fairly uniform among rock types, and influences the portion of available shear 

stress associated with slip (Byerlee, 1978; Lockner and Beeler, 2002). The tectonic setting, 

which controls the magnitude of shear stress (Anderson, 1951; Towened and Zoback, 2001; 

Jaeger et al., 2007; Zoback, 2007), and shear modulus of the rock (Hanks and Kanamori, 1979), 

which varies over approximately one order of magnitude (Jaeger et al., 2007), also has an effect 

on the amount of fault slip induced. Both of these properties values, however, are small when 

compared to variation in seismicity, which can be measured over 4-5 orders of magnitude at 
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Coso. Studies of earthquake magnitudes in the vicinity of this geothermal field do scale with the 

frequency; there is also variation in b-value and therefore fractal dimension (Figure 1.13) 

(Bhattacharyya and Lees, 2002) due to differences in tectonic regions and geothermal 

production/injection (Kaven et al., 2011).  

 

 

Figure 1.13: Cumulative number of earthquakes versus earthquake magnitude. These three 
figures demonstrate the different distribution of earthquake magnitudes in the vicinity of Coso 
with the accompanying b-values (slope) (Modified from Bhattacharyya and Lees, 2002).   

 

The previous studies of the relationship between earthquake magnitude and fault length 

(Scholtz, 2002) and the previous modeling which scales stress rotation to fault length (Sharmir 

and Zoback, 1992) provides a basis of which to relate stress heterogeneity to earthquakes in the 

vicinity of Coso. As noted, such rotations are readily identifiable in borehole image logs where 

deformation of the borehole wall directly correlates with the orientation of the principal stresses 

acting on the borehole surfaces (see Methods section for details). Thus, if stress heterogeneity is 

varying due to slip on fractures, then the amount and frequency of rotations should mimic 
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earthquake frequency-magnitude distribution as hypothesized by Day-Lewis (2007), Day-Lewis 

et al. (2010).  This would indicate that these variations in stress are not randomly distributed, but 

rather have a systematic distribution of a fractal type relationship.   

In order to fully characterize the role of faults in stress rotations three characteristics must 

be addressed:  

(1) The magnitudes of earthquakes and their relation to shear stress drops that causes 

rotations of principal planes;  

(2) The frequency of different fault lengths that accommodate slip, which will determine 

the wavelength of stress rotation;  

(3) The relationship between fault length and slip that allows earthquake magnitude to be 

related to fault length distribution. Although simple models of earthquake magnitude and slip 

(e.g., Hanks and Kanamori, 1979) can be used to estimate all of these properties from an 

earthquake catalog, it is critical to recognize the role of each property on the resulting scaling of 

stress rotations.  

 

1.4.2 Fractal Relationships and Fractal Dimensions 

 The heterogeneity of stress previously analyzed has been interpreted as having a fractal 

distribution based on variation in the azimuth of borehole-induced structures, which 

systematically correlate to the remote principal stress directions (discussed in detail in the 

Methods section below) (Shamir and Zoback, 1992; Day-Lewis, 2007; Day-Lewis et al., 2010; 

and Valley and Evans, 2010). A fractal relationship requires scale invariance or, in other words, 

over a range of lengths the variation of an object or sequence is the same at each length; an 

example would be numerous pieces of halite always breaking in the same shape independent of 

the observed scale; fractal relationships can be represented by a fractal dimension (D) 
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(Mandelbrot, 1967 and Turcotte, 1997). The fractal dimension represents an exponent of 

similarity (Mandelbrot, 1967 and Turcotte, 1997) 

       Equation 1.2  

(Turcotte, 1997). Equation 1.2 represents the definition of a fractal relationship. N is the number 

of objects, P is the linear dimension, D is the fractal dimension and C is a constant.  In general, a 

fractal is represented by a straight-line relationship in log-log space (Turcotte, 1997). 

Two different fractal relationships are studied in this research.  An isotropic fractal is one 

where the relationship is the same in both the vertical and horizontal directions, whereas the 

anisotropic fractal does not have the same relationship in both directions (Turcotte, 1997), an 

example of an isotropic fractal are those pieces of halite, whereas, an anisotropic example would 

be topography, the change is much different horizontally than vertically.  The proposed 

relationship for stress heterogeneity is a self-affine fractal, which is an anisotropic fractal. In this 

case, the frequency is proportional to the power distribution of stress heterogeneity by: 

        Equation	  1.3 

 
where PSD is the power spectral density (deg2*m),  f (m) is frequency, and β (deg2*m)(m)  is the 

power spectral slope.  The fractal dimension, for a self-affine fractal is related to β by: 

        Equation 1.4 

where Drot is the fractal dimension.  

The second relationship studied is a self-similar fractal, which is an isotropic relationship 

(Turcotte, 1997). The dependence of the number of earthquakes each year of a given magnitude 

defines an isotropic fractal relationship between magnitude and earthquake frequency (Figure 1.6 

and 1.13). The Gutenberg-Richter Law defines the relationship between earthquake magnitude 

and its frequency as: 
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                       Equation 1.5 

where N is the number of earthquakes, M is the earthquake magnitude (already a logarithmic 

value), a is the y-intercept and b is the slope.  A similar relationship relates moment and 

magnitude: 

       Equation 1.6 

where Mo is moment, p is the y-intercept and q is the slope. As previously discussed in relation 

to Equation 1.1, moment is a function of fault size and represented by: 

        Equation 1.7 

where, as before, ∆  is the shear stress drop that occurs when a fault slips, Lf is fault length, d is 

the generalized shape of a fault (the axis length of a circle) and c is a constant which represents 

geometrical similarity based on the ratio of the axis lengths (Kanamori and Anderson, 1975).  

When Equation 1.7 is substituted into Equation 1.6 and a rearranged to solve for magnitude and 

then substituted into Equation 1.5, the relationship between the size of a fault and the related 

number of earthquakes is: 

       Equation 1.8 

Thus, the fractal dimension, which relates the number of earthquakes to the length of a fault is: 

        Equation 1.9 

Whereas before, earthquake magnitude gave a physical cause of stress rotation and the shear 

stress drop controls the magnitude of the rotation, the additional explicit link to fault size adds 

the critical constraint on the length scale over which that rotation occurs into the definition of 

this fractal relationship.  The value of the both the earthquake fractal dimension and the rotation 

fractal dimension can be determined using spectral analysis.  

€ 

σ 
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1.4.3 Spectral Analysis 

To determine the magnitude and frequency of stress rotation, and therefore also 

determine if there is a systematic distribution of stress heterogeneity in the five studied 

boreholes, spectral analysis techniques were applied to the data.  Spectral analysis considers the 

signal, in this case the direction of principal stresses along a borehole, to be a summation of 

numerous sine waves with varying amplitude and frequency (Davis, 1986). The goal is to 

decompose the measured signal into these component frequencies, then in conjunction with the 

associated amplitude, to characterize how much of the signal can be attributed to each frequency 

present in the signal (Davis, 1986). This provides the basis for evaluating the length-scale 

dependence of stress directions and thus the heterogeneity of stress in a volume.  

Spectral analysis assumes a stable and periodic data set. These characteristics require the 

same component frequencies exist through the signal, i.e., along the entire length of the borehole, 

and that the component signals are adequately approximated as periodic functions, such as sine 

waves. Two main types of spectral analysis were applied, classical and parametric (Stoica and 

Moses, 1997). The classical approach to spectral analysis uses the input signal passed through a 

band-pass filter over a span of frequencies and results in an output power over that frequency 

span (Stoica and Moses, 1997). The parametric approach uses the input signal to create a model 

for the data, estimates the parameters of the model and analyze the modeled signal that results in 

an output power for specific frequencies (Stoica and Moses, 1997).    

Spectral analyses were applied to stress heterogeneity in the three previous studies and 

have also been applied to numerous earth science phenomena. Monthly water flow in caves 

(Davis, 1986), grain and fossil shape (Swan and Sandilands, 1995), topography, volcanic 

eruptions, earthquakes and fault length (Turcotte, 1997) are all phenomena that have been 
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analyzed in this way. The last two phenomena, as previously discussed, relate to rotations of 

principal stress orientations, and thus a spectral analysis of stress rotations and earthquakes in the 

vicinity of the Coso Geothermal Field will demonstrate a possible correlation, and thus a source, 

of stress heterogeneity. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODS 

2.1. Image Log Analysis 

 Images of borehole walls produced by either measurements of electrical resistivity or 

acoustic reflections were analyzed to identify borehole deformation caused by the in situ stress in 

the volume pierced by a borehole. Each of these deformations records the local orientation of the 

remote principal stresses.  Below, I describe the methods of geophysical borehole logging and 

the mechanics that govern the deformation of borehole surfaces that allow the remote principal 

stress directions to be determined. 

2.1.1 Logging Methods 

Geophysical tools used in this study that image the borehole wall by measuring electrical 

resistivity include Schlumberger’s Hot Hole Formation Micro Scanner (FMS) (Figure 2.1) and 

the Formation Micro Imager (FMI) tools, which are the most common imaging tools used 

throughout the Coso Geothermal Field (Davatzes and Hickman, 2009).  After a borehole is 

drilled, these instruments are lowered into the borehole and as they are raised multiple pressure 

pads keep arrays of electrodes pressed against the borehole wall. These electrodes are maintained 

at a constant electrical potential and record variation in electrical current (see basic summary 

provided in Davatzes and Hickman, 2009). The currents measured by each electrode are 

combined to create a resistivity image with a pixel size of approximately 5mm (Davatzes and 

Hickman, 2009). This small-scale resistivity depends on the roughness of the borehole wall, 

which induces increased amount of space between the pad and the borehole allowing low 

resistivity fluid to intervene. The borehole fluid and borehole wall have variation in porosity 

since formation fluids are highly conductive compared to most rock-forming minerals (Reynolds, 

1997). Thus, natural fractures and borehole-induced deformations that locally change these 

properties are detectable in the resistivity image. The pad dimensions of these tools limit the 
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azimuthal coverage of the borehole surface.  As a result, an unknown proportion of the borehole 

deformation might not be imaged, thus limiting the completeness and continuity of sampling the 

stress direction along the length of the borehole. However, a benefit of this tool is that the 

pairings of mechanical pads independently measure the borehole diameter.  

 

 

Figure 2.1:  Photograph of an FMS tool (~0.8 meters) with detail of the multiple 
electrodes in the pads that are pressed against the borehole wall to record variation in the 
ability of the formation to conduct electrical current. (Reproduced from Davatzes and 
Hickman, 2010). 
 

Tools that image the entire borehole wall using acoustical pulses used in this study 

include ALT’s ABI85 Borehole Televiewer and Haliburton’s STAR tools. Acoustic image logs 

transmit an ultrasonic acoustic pulse generated by a transducer that reflects off of the borehole 
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wall and returns to the transducer (Figure 2.2). Both the two-way travel time and the amplitude 

of the returning pulse are recorded (Zemaneck et al., 1970). This sounding is directed by a 

rotating mirror to produce a complete azimuthal image of the borehole wall.  Rates of several 

rotations per second relative to upward logging rates of 5 to 7 ft/minute (~1.5 to ~2.1 m/min.) 

produce tight helicoids of soundings that approximate a horizontal scan at fixed depths (ALT 

Operating Manual; Davatzes and Hickman, 2009). Azimuthal resolution is approximately 2.5° 

when operated in the typical setting of 144 pulses per revolution and vertical resolution is 

approximately 5 mm, similar to the resistivity tools previously discussed (Davatzes and 

Hickman, 2010). The travel time of the returned pulse is a function of the borehole diameter and 

acoustic velocity in the borehole fluid. The amount of energy returned primarily depends on the 

smoothness of the borehole wall and the tool must be centered of the tool is necessary to produce 

normal incidence angles. Both measurements are sensitive to roughness caused by fractures or 

borehole deformation because scattering of the acoustic pulse reduces the energy of the pulse 

returned to the transducer (Davatzes and Hickman, 2010). The complete azimuthal coverage of 

these acoustic tools make them ideal for mapping variations in stress revealed by the azimuth of 

structures formed through borehole induced deformation.  However, image quality is severely 

degraded by highly roughened and washed out borehole walls causing intervals of un-

interpretable data (ALT Operating Manual). 
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Figure 2.2:  Cartoon illustrating the operation of an acoustic image logging tool 
demonstrating generation of the acoustic pulse, time one (t1), passing through a protective 
windown, t2, reflected off the borehole wall, t3, and returning to the transducer, t4 
(Reproduced from Davatzes and Hickman, 2010). 
 

2.1.2 Types of Induced Borehole Deformation 

 As discussed, both types of image logs reveal structures caused by stress induced 

borehole failure primarily due to locally increased roughness of the borehole’s surface or more 

extreme changes in borehole geometry (Zoback et al., 1985; Barton et al., 1988; Shamir and 

Zoback, 1992; Barton et al., 1997; Barton and Zoback, 2002). Once a borehole is drilled, it 

concentrates stresses at the wall surface. This concentration of stress is often sufficient to 

overcome the strength of the rock and permanently deform the borehole wall. Several previous 

studies of the stress state in the Coso Geothermal Field are based on analysis of such borehole-

induced structures. Three types have been recognized in the Coso Geothermal Field: breakouts, 

tensile fractures, and petal-centerline fractures (Sheridan and Hickman, 2004; Davatzes and 

Hickman, 2006; Davatzes and Hickman, 2010; Garza-Cruz and Davatzes, 2010).   
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 Breakouts and tensile fractures are a result of the increased normal stress concentration 

that acts tangentially to the borehole wall. Breakouts and tensile fractures form in the wall of a 

borehole that approximates a cylindrical geometry with the only significant variations in two 

dimensions. In the simple case in which one of the principal stresses is aligned with the 

cylindrical borehole axis, the resulting state of stress adjacent to the shear traction free surface of 

the borehole is modeled in plane strain conditions in polar coordinates using the Kirsch 

Equations as:  
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where σrr is the normal stress orthogonal to the borehole wall, σΘΘ is the normal stress tangential 

to the borehole wall, σrΘ is the shear stress, r is the distance from the center of the borehole, a is 

the radius of the borehole, Po is the fluid pressure in the formation and ΔP is the effective 

pressure given by the difference between the mud pressure in the borehole and the formation 

fluid pressure (Kirsch, 1898; Zoback, 2007). This formulation is presented in the geologic sign 

convention for stress and neglects thermal stresses, whose effects are poorly understood in 

geothermal boreholes despite the great potential for thermal stress due to large temperature 

variation during and following drilling. Neither the thermal stress nor the fluid pressure impact 

the azimuthal variation of stress concentration however, and do not enter into the relationship 

between the azimuth of structures induced by borehole deformation and the stresses that cause 
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them to form in this formulation. At a radial distance of a, i.e., at the borehole wall, the shear 

stress goes to zero and σrr and σΘΘ become principal stresses. 

The two-dimensional spatial variation in the σΘΘ component of the stress tensor predicted 

by Equation 2.1 is illustrated in Figure 2.3, a cross section of a borehole, which illustrates the 

concentration of stress occurring at the borehole wall due to the two horizontal principal stresses, 

compression in the Shmin orientation and tension in the SHmax orientation.  The contour plot also 

shows that the concentration of normal stress acting tangential to the borehole wall is symmetric 

and results in two regions of enhanced compression 180° apart, and offset from these by 90° 

there are two regions of enhanced tension 180° apart. The remote principal stresses and the 

borehole geometry relative to these stresses determine how this normal stress varies with 

azimuth around the borehole. The stress concentration is most extreme at the borehole wall, 

which is illustrated in Figure 2.4. The amplification of stress can results in failure of the rock 

constituting the borehole wall even in circumstances in which the in situ stresses would 

otherwise be insufficient to break the rock.  The fact that the maximum and minimum 

magnitudes of σθθ coincide with the directions of the minimum and maximum principal 

compressive stresses respectively is the basis for the relationship between the azimuth of 

breakouts and tensile fractures and the azimuth of the principal stresses that drive their 

formation.  
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Figure 2.3: A model of the concentration of σθθ component of stress in the volume surrounding a 
borehole based on the Kirsch equations (Equation 2.1).  The principal stresses, as shown, are less 
than the concentration of stress at the wall.    
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a. 

 
b. 

 
Figure 2.4:  a. Graph of the azimuth and the normalized concentration of stress at the borehole 
wall.  The highest compressive stress concentration at 090 and 270, as in Figure 2.3. The 
tensional stress concentration is at azimuth 000. b. The orientation of induced structures to the 
principal stresses.  Breakouts, compressional failure of the borehole wall, are in the direction of 
highest compression, tensile fractures and petal-centerline fractures, tensional failure of the 
borehole wall, are in the direction of highest tension (Modified from Davatzes and Hickman, 
2010).  
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This model geometry corresponds to a vertical borehole within the first several 

kilometers of the Earth’s surface. Since the Earth’s surface is shear traction free, it is a principal 

plane, and one of the three principal stresses is supplied by the weight of overburden to define 

the vertical stress, SV (Anderson, 1951; Hubbert, 1951; Zoback and Zoback, 1991; Zoback, 

2007).  The stresses acting in the plane orthogonal to the borehole are thus both horizontal and 

referred to as the maximum horizontal compressive principal stress, SHmax, and the minimum 

horizontal compressive principal stress, Shmin. Whereas the vertical stress is known and equal to 

the mass of the over lying rock, the horizontal stresses may range across azimuths of 0 to 180° 

(Peska and Zoback (1995) (subsequently corrected in Zoback et al., 2004, Zoback, 2007)) show 

that if the borehole is aligned within 12-15° of one the vertical principal stress this 

approximation does not introduce detectable errors.  

Adjacent to the borehole wall, the stress state approximates an unconfined compression 

due to very low to zero normal stress in the radial direction resulting from small differences 

between borehole mud pressure and formation fluid pressure, large tangential normal stresses 

resulting from the concentration of in situ remote stresses, and zero shear stress (Zoback et al., 

1985; Haimson and Herrik, 1986; Haimson, 2007). Under compressive stresses, brittle rock is 

weakest in this loading configuration and thus unconfined failure is expected. Resulting 

compressive failure of the borehole wall is called a breakout, and occurs in pairs on opposing 

walls 180° apart over the intervals in which compression overcomes the unconfined compressive 

strength of the rock (Figure 2.4a). Breakouts develop a finite width corresponding to the portion 

of the borehole subjected to sufficient compression to exceed the unconfined compressive rock 

strength because breakouts do not effectively relieve the stress concentration. In the two-

dimensional model of a vertical borehole considered here, the centers of these breakouts define 

the azimuth of the minimum horizontal stress, Shmin.  Breakouts are recognized as paired 
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vertically extensive uneven dark gaps with varying angular width in the image of both the 

acoustic and electrical logs (Figure 2.5a). In an acoustic image, scattering of the acoustic pulse 

by the unevenness of the borehole wall causes regions of low amplitude and longer travel times. 

A cross section of the borehole (top view) can better represent the actual broken rock from the 

borehole wall (Figure 2.5b).  In the electrical image logs, breakouts are characterized by lower 

resistivity and an out-of-focus appearance because the pad is not completely pressed against the 

borehole wall. For large breakouts, the azimuth of the pads of the electrical tool can also lock 

into the larger borehole diameter associated with the breakouts, preventing the normal rotation of 

the tool as it is raised. Comparing the diameter measured by different pairs of pads can be used 

to confirm this interpretation (Plumb and Hickman, 1985).  
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Figure 2.5:  a. Example of a breakout, compressional failure of the borehole wall, in 
borehole 58A-10 in an acoustic image log.  The dark areas 180° are the breakouts and 
quantify the orientation of Shmin.  b. The orientation of breakouts is also visible in a cross 
section of the borehole.  The unevenness, or broken out, portion of the wall is the 
breakout.  

 

Tensile fractures form in response to tension in the borehole wall that pulls the rock apart 

(Figures 2.3 and 2.4). The greatest potential for tension along the borehole wall is in the direction 

of the maximum horizontal stress, SHmax and these structures can be seen on the borehole wall in 

Figure 2.6 (Brudy and Zoback, 1998; Barton and Zoback, 2002; Davatzes and Hickman, 2006). 

Tensile fractures are characterized by vertical dark thin strips of low amplitude or low resistivity 

in the borehole wall that occur in pairs 180˚ apart (Figure 2.6a and b) due to increased porosity 

allowing borehole fluids to invade the rock and the roughness of the fracture trace.  In Figure 

2.6a, a tensile fracture is revealed in the electrical log by having lower resistivity due to the fluid 

within the fracture. In Figure 2.6b, the amplitude is reduced and some signal does not return due 
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to the tensile fracture. In both cases, the tensile fractures are 180° apart and approximately 

parallel to the borehole axis, although their apparent thickness is distinctly different in the 

resistivity versus the acoustic log. 

 

 
Figure 2.6 a. Electrical image log of borehole 58A-10 demonstrating tensile fractures 
where tensional failure of the borehole wall occurs.  The dark vertical lines 180° apart are 
the tensile fractures and quantify the orientation of SHmax.  b. Acoustic image log of a 
tensile fracture, again characterized as dark vertical lines 180° apart.   

 

Unlike breakouts and tensile fractures, petal-centerline fractures form below the borehole 

floor as the borehole is being drilled due to a concentration of stress in the rock below the drill 

bit (Li and Schmidt, 1999; Davatzes and Hickman, 2010, Garza-Cruz and Davatzes, 2010). The 

stress concentration in this region cannot be approximated as two-dimensional and no simple 

analytical solutions exist. However, finite element modeling (Li and Schmidt, 1999), Boundary 

Element Modeling (Garza-Cruz and Davatzes, 2010) and field studies comparing this type of 

borehole failure with breakouts and tensile fractures (Davatzes and Hickman, 2010) reveal that 
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these structures form as a tensile failure and can be used to infer the local direction of SHmax in a 

manner similar to the tensile fractures that form in the borehole wall. As the bit advances after 

their formation, these structures appear as fractures in the borehole wall similar to Tensile 

Fractures. However, although they occur in pairs, petal-centerline fractures need not be 

symmetrically distributed about the borehole because of the complexity of the 3D stress state and 

the lack of a simple cylindrical geometry. 

Petal-centerline fractures were identified as pairs of dark vertical strips in the image logs, 

and which might be connected to chevron-shaped “petals” representing where the petal-

centerline extended beyond the footprint of the borehole floor (Figure 2.7a and b).  In Figure 

2.7a, the petal-centerline fractures in an electrical image log are visible due to the different 

resistivity of the rock and the fluid filled fracture. Figure 2.7b shows petal-centerline fractures in 

an acoustic image log where the acoustic pulse is scattered when bounced off the vertical 

fracture, leading to the low amplitude images along the petal-centerline fracture (Figure 2.7b).  
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Figure 2.7:  a. Example of a petal-centerline fracture in an electrical image log.  The vertical 
gaps in the borehole wall represent tensional failure and quantify the orientation of the 
principal stresses.  b. Petal-centerline fracture in an acoustic image log, demonstrating the 
vertical gaps and the petal segment of this induced structure.   

 

 

2.1.3 Borehole Analysis 

The program GMI Imager was used to analyze the image logs for both electrical and 

acoustic data.  GMI Imager compiles the induced structures identified using an interactive 

scribing tool in a spreadsheet format, which was then placed in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for 

easier input into Matlab. The data recorded in GMI Imager for the induced structures are the 

measured depths along the borehole in feet, the length of individual structures in feet and their 

azimuthal positions on the borehole wall. In addition to picking and differentiating each of the 

structure types, a ranking ranging from ‘A’ to ‘C’ was assigned that described the quality of the 

measurement following criteria based from Davatzes and Hickman (2006, 2010) and 
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summarized in Table 2.1.  Figure 2.8 provides examples of both good and poor data for the 

purposes of this analysis as defined in Table 2.1.  Only induced structures that occur as pairs in 

image logs were picked. 

 

Table	  2.1:	  Quality	  criteria	  for	  induced	  structures.	  

Quality A B C 

Petal-
Centerline  

Clear image; Pair 
with Petal Structure 
(Not ~180˚ apart) 

Blurry image; Pair 
without Petal 
Structure (Not 
~180˚ apart) 

Very blurry image; 
Two structures not 
completely on the 
image log without 
petal (Not ~180˚ 
apart) 

El
ec

tri
ca

l I
m

ag
e 

Lo
g 

Tensile 
Fracture 

Clear image;  
Two thin vertical 
structures ~180˚ 
apart 

Blurry image;  
Two thin vertical 
structures ~180˚ 
apart 

Very blurry image;  
Two thin vertical 
structures not 
completely on the 
image log 

Petal-
Centerline  

Clear image; Pair 
with Petal structure 
(Not ~180˚ apart) 

Blurry image; Pair 
with Petal structure 
(Not ~180˚ apart) 

Very blurry image; 
Pair with Petal 
structure (Not 
~180˚ apart) 

Tensile 
Fracture 

Clear image;  
Two thin vertical 
structures ~180˚ 
apart 

Blurry image;  
Two thin vertical 
structures ~180˚ 
apart 

Very blurry image;  
Two thin vertical 
structures ~180˚ 
apart 

A
co

us
tic

 Im
ag

e 
Lo

g 

Breakouts Clear image;  
Two irregularly 
spaced vertical 
structures ~180˚ 
apart 

Blurry image;  
Two irregularly 
spaced vertical 
structures ~180˚ 
apart 

Very blurry image;  
Two irregularly 
spaced vertical 
structures ~180˚ 
apart 

 

 

 The method of picking induced structures used in this study is different from previous 

analyses on the same boreholes and in borehole induced structure studies.  The induced 

structures were picked at 0.2-foot increment; therefore, when an induced structure was identified 

the orientation of that structure would not be averaged over the entire structure as in previous 
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studies, but rather given orientations throughout the length of the structure.  For an example if a 

tensile fracture was identified a foot in length, there would be five orientations for that one 

structure.  This method was used to better document the variation in induced structures, and thus 

variation in principal stress orientations.   

 

           a.                                                 b.                                            c. 

 
Figure 2.8: The induced structure is pointed out using the arrows. a. Example of an image log 
that has all the criteria for an ‘A; quality log. b.  This is considered a ‘B’ quality pick, the 
induced structure is present, but it is blurry.  c. A ‘C’ quality pick, very blurry with an induced 
structure. 

 

Ten boreholes at the Coso Geothermal Field have image logs available for analysis; 

however, not all of them possess the characteristics necessary to test my hypotheses. For 

inclusion in this study, each borehole image log must have:  

(1) Image logs spanning at least 1 kilometer in length to document rotations from a few 

centimeters to at least ~350 m, thus providing sufficient orders of magnitude in length to 

characterize a spectral slope (see Sections 1.4 and 2.2.2);  

(2) Acoustic images are preferred because of the complete azimuthal coverage of the 

borehole wall;  
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(3) Locations in the Coso Geothermal Field, adjacent to the Coso Geothermal Field and 

outside the Coso Geothermal Field to test the hypotheses;  

(4) Good image quality;  

(5) The borehole is vertical so that simple assumptions from the Kirsch solution 

(Equation 2.1) describing local stresses and the Andersonian assumption that the vertical stress is 

a principal stress (Anderson, 1951; Hubbert, 1951) can be reasonably applied.  Each borehole 

was reviewed using these criteria to determine its suitability for analysis and the results are 

summarized in Table 2.2.   

 

Table	  2.2:	  Quality	  analysis	  of	  boreholes	  in	  the	  Coso	  Geothermal	  Field.	  

Borehole 
Number 

Type of 
Log 

Total Length 
(km) 

Length with 
Dev. < 15° 
(km) 

Structural 
Location 

Analyzed 

33A-7 Electrical 1 0 Main Field No 
34-9 Electrical/

Acoustic 
0.76 0.76 East Flank Yes 

35-2 Electrical 0.30 0.3 Outside Field No 
38C-9 Electrical 0.80 0.76 East Flank No 
58-10 Electrical 1.90 1.05 Coso Wash Yes 
58A-10 Electrical/

Acoustic 
2.46 2.46 Coso Wash Yes 

81-27 Electrical 0.30 0.30 Outside Field No 
83-11 Acoustic 1.49 1.49 Outside Field Yes 
66-8 Acoustic 1.09 0 Main Field No 
SNORT2 Electrical 1.01 1.01 Outside Field Yes 

 

Borehole 58A-10 had been previously analyzed and borehole induced structures had been 

identified by Davatzes and Hickman (2010). This borehole met each of the criteria and provided 

the longest continuous image log data. Because it has been previously analyzed, it also provided 

an opportunity to compare results from this analysis to an independent interpretation. This 

borehole was analyzed twice; the first served to manage the quality criteria and to practice 

recognizing and picking the three induced structures.  Once the first set of picks for this borehole 
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was completed and reviewed, the same images were then reanalyzed a second time to provide 

more uniformity of picking. The second set of measurements of the azimuth of induced 

structures was used to quantify the azimuth of the principal horizontal stresses.   

 Boreholes 58-10, 83-11, 34-9RD2DP, and SNORT2 (Figure 1.4) each met the necessary 

criteria for interpretability and are favorably located relative to the Coso Geothermal Field. In 

particular, borehole 58-10 was chosen for analysis because it is close (< kilometer) to 58A-10. 

Since these boreholes are closer than the vertical extents that they sample, they provide two 

independent measurements of the heterogeneity in principal stress direction in the same rock 

volume.  

As noted earlier, I proceeded assuming that the principal stress directions rotate about a 

vertical axis that coincides with the approximately vertical borehole. This is justified given: (1) 

studies of induced structures in deviated boreholes have shown that a borehole must diverge 

from a principal stress axis by approximately 12-15° for there to be a significant difference 

between the azimuth of the principal stress and the azimuth of the induced structure in the image 

log (Peska and Zoback, 1995); this indicates that rotations of the stresses about a horizontal axis 

less than 12-15° would be practically undetectable; (2) Independent evidence for significant 

differences between the borehole axis and the vertical principal stress, such as en echelon tensile 

fractures, were not observed in the intervals studied (Brudy and Zoback, 1993; Peska and 

Zoback, 1995). With these assumptions, the average stress direction and its standard deviation, 

and an analysis of the dependence of power on the wavelengths of the rotation in stress direction 

was performed using circular statistics and spectral analysis.   
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2.2. Statistical Analysis 

The picking of induced structures visible in image logs quantified the variation in 

horizontal principal stress azimuth along each borehole.  First, the data were used to obtain a 

vertically averaged Shmin and associated standard deviation using circular statistics for each 

borehole. Second, spectral analysis was used to quantify the frequency and power of stress 

heterogeneities. This step in the analysis included extensive testing of spectral analysis 

techniques as applied to the distribution of stress directional measurements available from 

boreholes used in this study. 

 

2.2.1 Vertically Averaging 

 The azimuths of the pairs of induced structures were averaged to produce the most robust 

estimates of the azimuth of the horizontal principal stresses at the corresponding depth.  Most of 

the induced structures in this study were Tensile Fractures or Petal-Centerline Fractures, which 

are aligned with SHmax as shown in Figure 2.4b. The average of the pair of azimuths gives the 

Shmin azimuth. Figure 2.9a shows the raw data of the induced borehole structures from GMI 

Imager with depth on the y-axis and azimuth on the x-axis. The equation used to calculate the 

orientation for Shmin:  

Shmin = (IS1 + IS2)/2       Equation 2.2 

Where IS1 and IS2 are aximuths of each of the pair of structures, either Petal-Centerline 

Fractures or Tensile Fractures that are averaged as shown in Figure 2.4b, whereas the same 

method was used with Breakouts to quantify SHmax. This calculation yields two possible azimuths 

for Shmin, which must be collapsed to a single orientation to both calculate the mean orientation 

and to map the variation in Shmin azimuth along the borehole that define rotations of the 

horizontal principal stress directions. 
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Circular statistics (Swan and Sandilands, 1995) was used to obtain one self-consistent 

orientation from the azimuth of the induced structure, θ, as:    

Θ = 2θ 

xi = cos(Θi) 

yi = sin(Θi)         Equation 2.3a 

where i is an index representing a particular measurement and ranges from 1 to the number of 

Shmin azimuths, and x and y are components of a unit vector aligned with North and East 

respectively. The inverse tangent of these values is then taken to obtain one angle in radians from 

the induced structure pick, which is then converted back to degrees and quantifies Shmin at the 

corresponding depth. The resulting variation in Shmin direction is shown in Figure 2.9b. The 

vertical average can be calculated by applying this technique either by the sum of discrete 

measurements or as weighted by the length, l, of each measurement (which in this instance is 

equivalent since all induced structures were measured in the same 0.2-foot length increments) as:

 

€ 

Shmin
(avg ) = tan−1

li(sinΘi)
i=1

n

∑

li(cosΘi)
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∑
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⎜ 
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⎠ 
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      Equation 2.3b 

The corresponding standard deviation for this circular distribution is given as: 

                    Equation 2.3c 

 

The standard deviation value was simply added and subtracted from the calculated average Shmin 

orientation and both the average Shmin and the span of standard deviation are shown in Figure 

2.9b. 
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Figure 2.9:  a. Azimuth of borehole induced structures as a function of depth.  b. 
Variation in Shmin direction as a function of depth and vertically average Shmin orientation 
for borehole 58A-10 inferred from the azimuth of borehole induced structures.   
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 Borehole induced structures identified throughout the five boreholes provided an 

adequate amount of data to calculate the vertically averaged Shmin orientation; however, the 

distribution of data made further statistical analyses more complicated. Figure 2.9 illustrates the 

data distribution for borehole 58A-10. Within the data set there are clusters of densely spaced 

data, areas with no data, and overall the data are unevenly spaced.  These regions are without 

data either due to a lack of induced structures, or with induced structures that did not meet the 

previously mentioned criteria.  Table 2.3 summarizes the amount of data (N) analyzed over the 

length of the borehole.  Due to the uneven distribution, the clustering and the data gaps, a more 

detailed analysis was needed to understand the application of spectral analysis to the collected 

data. 

 

Table	  2.3:	  Analysis	  of	  the	  data	  distribution	  for	  each	  borehole	  studied.	  

Borehole 
Number 

Total 
Length (km) 

Cumulative Length of 
Induced Structures (km) 

N Percent spanned by 
Induced Structures 

34-9D2DP 0.759 0.05 823 6.6 
58-10 1.05 0.07 1137 6.7 
58A-10 2.46 0.26 4278 10.6 
83-11 1.49 0.05 787 3.4 
SNORT2 1.01 0.01 189 1.0 
 

2.2.2 Spectral Analysis 

 Figure 2.9b shows how Shmin direction continuously varies about the calculated vertically 

averaged orientation to define a relative rotation forming a sinusoidal pattern. The more obvious 

wavelengths, as seen in Figure 2.9b, are intermediate wavelengths compared to the whole 

borehole length. At the shortest wavelengths, rotations oscillate about the intermediate 

wavelengths. This pattern can be characterized as a superposed series of waveforms with varying 

wavelengths and amplitudes and will be tested for periodicity.    
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A relative measure of how much each wavelength contributes to the aggregate 

distribution of stress directions is called the power spectral density, which is derived using a 

Fourier Transform (Hamming, 1989). The relative power of each wavelength defines the spectral 

slope, which takes the form of a power law relationship where: 

€ 

PSD = λβ          Equation 2.4 

 
In this formulation, PSD is the power spectral density (deg2*m), λ (m) is wavelength, and β 

(deg2*m)(m) is the power spectral slope. The longer the wavelength (the lower the frequency), 

the more area squared is under the actual sine curve, and therefore, the more power the 

wavelength has and in the opposite case the shorter the wavelength (the higher the frequency), 

less area will be under the sine curve, yielding less power.  Figure 2.10 is a synthetic 

composition of sine curves, which demonstrates the difference in power between the shorter 

small amplitude and longer higher amplitude wavelengths, which coincide with higher and lower 

frequencies respectively to show the proposed relationship from the three previous studies.   
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Figure 2.10: a. This is a composite of three sine waves with frequencies of 0.02, 0.06 and 
0.2 and amplitudes of 2, 1 and 0.5. The higher frequency sine wave has lower amplitude, 
and therefore a smaller power. b. A conceptual graph of the relationship between 
frequency and power for this composite example.  
 

Sampling of stress directions from borehole deformation provides potentially high 

resolution but is characterized by irregular sample spacing as borehole as more extensive gaps 

between densely sampled intervals resulting from poor data quality or a lack of borehole induced 

deformation as mentioned in Section 2.2.1. To ensure the reliability and determine uncertainty of 

the spectral slope of what is referred to as field data impacted by these limitations, sampling 

characteristics recovered from analysis of the boreholes at Coso Geothermal Field were 
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mimicked in synthetic data using power spectra of known fractal slope and analyzed in Matlab 

using the Periodogram, Multitaper and ARMASA methods.  

 The Periodogram method tests the variances of a time series, and uses Fast Fourier 

Transforms, to produce the power spectral density and the frequency span of the input time series 

(Davis, 1986).  The Periodogram method assumes a stationary series and an evenly spaced data 

set (Oppenheim, 1989).  This method, when utilized in this study, calculates the frequencies in 

variation of stress heterogeneity and the power of each frequency. 

 The Multitaper method produces the power spectral density of an input sequence using 

Periodograms of orthogonal data tapers, which averages over the entire input sequence, and 

creates estimates for that sequence (Thompson, 1982).  It is utilized in this study to calculate the 

frequency of stress heterogeneities that exist at different wavelengths and have varying 

amplitudes. This method also assumes an evenly spaced data set.  

	   The ARMASA (Autoregressive Moving Average Spectral Analysis) differs from the 

previous two methods because it does not require an evenly spaced data set.  This analysis 

calculates numerous AR, which assures that the signal is stationary, and MA, the length of which 

the signal is averages, values from the input sequence and selects the best of each value to 

interpolate the sequence (Broersen, 2002).   Once AR, MA values are calculated using this 

function, they are then used to calculate the power spectral density and frequency of the 

sequence using a Fast Fourier Transform. 

  

2.2.2.1 Synthetic Data 

An analysis of synthetic data was performed first to determine if these three spectral 

analysis methods would work sufficiently well to be applied to the field data. A color noise 

generator written by Jon Yearsley (2004) was utilized for this study, where the inputs are (1) a 
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vector that sets the size of the spatial pattern and (2) the spectral slope. The output is the 

calculated spectral noise based on the inputs that can be plotted as position versus magnitude 

(Figure 2.11). The three methods were then used to analyze an evenly spaced data set created 

using this color noise generator to confirm that they would produce the input β (spectral slope) of 

-1.5.  By calculating the log10 of both the power spectral density determined using Periodogram, 

Multitaper and ARMSA, and the inverse of wavelength (frequency), a least-square linear 

regression was the performed to define the spectral slope.   

 Both a densely spaced array of regularly spaced data at maximum 0.2 foot (0.06 meter) 

resolution and the data distribution from borehole 58A-10 was then used to test the application of 

these methods on an unevenly spaced data set, characterized by short intervals of relatively 

densely spaced data separated by larger gaps. Figure 2.11 demonstrates the effect that data 

frequency, or the spacing of the data, has on the calculation of β. With an increase in data 

spacing, all three methods fail to recover the input β of -1.5, however at the spacing used in this 

study, and even closer data spacing, all three methods do yield β values similar to the input.  

Although ARMASA can be directly applied to find spectral slope from unevenly spaced 

data, Periodogram and Multitaper require interpolation to generate the necessary evenly spaced 

data. Linear interpolation provides the simplest approach but will tend to minimize power 

associated with high frequency rotations because high frequencies will be absent in the 

interpolation across any large gaps; if these gaps are not symmetrically distributed, then the data 

set will not be properly stationary. This method will also tend to lose some of the extreme data 

values, since the points sampling the distribution in depth will not always coincide with the 

individual data points. In contrast, the cubic has the potential to preserve higher frequencies 

when interpolating data gaps since it uses the second derivative derived from the data set to 

model the rate of change in the dependent variable. Preservation of these high frequencies is 
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more consistent with the stationary nature of the distribution assumed in spectral analysis, but 

cubic interpolation will be sensitive to the distribution of data since curvature (second derivative) 

depends on the proximity of data points and thus influences the detectable rate of change. Figure 

2.12 shows the distribution of an evenly spaced data set generated from the color noise 

generator, the same data set with the 58A-10 data spacing applied to it and then the two 

interpolation methods tested.  Figure 2.13 demonstrates the two different interpolation methods 

on the field data.   

 

 

Figure 2.11: As the data frequency decreases, spacing between samples increases, the spectral 
analysis methods fail to calculate the input spectral slope of -1.5. However, for the data 
frequency (1/Data Spacing) that was used in this study, the methods do calculate a spectral slope 
close to the input. 
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Figure 2.12: The four different synthetic data distributions produced with the color noise 
generator including, from left to right: evenly spaced data, sampling of the evenly spaced 
data set by a typical distribution of field data, and results of linear and cubic interpolation 
of the field data distribution. 
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Figure 2.13:  Three graphs that demonstrate the differences between analyzing the actual 
data from borehole 58A-10, linear interpolated data and cubic interpolated data.  In both 
interpolations, data points which deviate further from the vertically averaged orientation 
are not taken into account.  
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Both the linear and the cubic interpolation were performed using the ‘interp1’ function in 

Matlab, then the three methods, Periodogram, Multitaper and ARMASA, were used to analyze 

the resulting four versions of this synthetic data set consisting of (1) the evenly spaced 

distribution at maximum resolution, (2) the unevenly spaced data with the spacing of the 58A-10 

data set (ARMASA only), and (3) the linear and (4) cubic interpolations of the 58A-10 data 

spacing to assess how accurate they reproduced the input β value. This provides both a test of 

methodology and an estimated uncertainty that can be associated with each method for the 

specific data distribution associated with each borehole. The results also reveal over what range 

wavelengths are completely characterized by the different approaches, which impacts how robust 

the spectral slope estimate is from the least squares linear fit.   

The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 2.4 and can be seen in Figure 2.14. 

The analysis of the 0.06 meter, evenly spaced fractal synthetic data set as created by the color 

noise generator, demonstrate that all three methods do calculate similar slopes over the linear 

span of frequencies and of a β close to the input of -1.5.  The evenly spaced data set at this 

maximum possible resolution of the borehole analysis slightly over-estimates (less negative) β at 

lower frequencies (longer wavelengths), suggesting that these lower frequencies are not present 

in the synthetic data, and thus the field data, which is expected.  This over-estimation, or 

rollover, in β is visible at the lower frequencies in Figure 2.14a. 

The ARMASA method, as previously mentioned, models the missing segments of the 

signal and then the signal is analyzed; thus ARMASA is the only method that does not require an 

evenly spaced data set. This method was used on the unevenly spaced data set, before 

interpolation and yielded a slope with about 18% error, and as seen in Figure 2.14b, follows the 

input slope well. 
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 The linear interpolation for of the 58A-10 data distribution accurately recovers the 

spectral slope as seen in Figure 2.14c, with only a slight skew to more power at lower 

frequencies (longer wavelengths), as expected for this interpolation method, which is the same 

rollover seen in the evenly spaced data set.  The cubic interpolation for the 58A-10 data 

distribution also accurately recovers the input spectral slope, as demonstrated in Figure 2.14d.  

The cubic spline interpolation was also tested on the synthetic unevenly spaced data set, which 

yielded unrealistic β values, uses a similar approach to the cubic interpolation, but does not 

preserve the shape of the signal.  Thus I chose to apply a linear interpolation in general to the 

analysis of all boreholes and recognize that this will produce slightly more negative slopes and 

should be treated as a lower bound on β.  

 

Table	  2.4:	  Summary	  of	  the	  method	  testing	  and	  uncertainty	  estimation	  on	  Synthetic	  data. 

 Evenly Spaced Unevenly 
Spaced 

Linear Interp.  Cubic Interp. 

Spectral 
Method 

β % Error β % 
Error 

β % Error β % Error 

Periodogram -1.49 0.60 N/A N/A -1.68 12.0 -1.67 11.3 
Multitaper -1.50 0.00 N/A N/A -1.65 10.0 -1.66 10.6 
ARMASA -1.47 2.00 -1.77 18.0 -1.62 8.00 -1.66 10.6 
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Figure 2.14:  Results of the synthetic fractal data analysis by the three spectral analysis 
methods applied to the (a) ‘best case’, where data is continuously sampled at the 
maximum sample frequency (0.2 feet intervals) achieved in the borehole data (b) the 
58A-10 data spacing applied to the synthetic data set, only analyzed using ARMASA; 
and the same synthetic data set but sampled with the distribution of 58A-10 data and then 
interpolated using (c) linear and (d) cubic algorithm. 
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The frequency span that these methods range over is ~0.001 to ~16.6 (log10 meters-1), 

when converted to wavelength it is ~1000 meters to ~0.06 meters.  This span of wavelengths 

covers three orders of magnitudes, sufficient for the least square fit method used to calculate the 

slope. There is variation between the three methods in the frequency span that is linear and in 

power (Figure 2.14). However, both the interpolated frequency span values are the same and 

even though the power is not exactly the same, it does produce the correct input slope. The 

limitations of the data distribution for 58A-10 are highlighted in the frequency data.  In Table 

2.5, the evenly spaced frequency span is larger than the unevenly spaced, or the interpolated, 

which is an expected result. The lack of data leads to a shift in the linear section of the frequency 

span where the higher frequencies are under represented, also an expected result.  The theoretical 

maximum frequency corresponds to the 0.06-meter sampling interval, whereas the theoretical 

minimum frequency is one third of the complete data set.   

 

Table	  2.5:	  Summary	  of	  the	  frequency	  spans	  for	  each	  method.	  

 Evenly Spaced Unevenly 
Spaced 

Linear Interp.  Cubic Interp. 

Spectral 
Method 

MIN 
(m-1) 

MAX 
(m-1) 

MIN 
(m-1) 

MAX 
(m-1) 

MIN 
(m-1) 

MAX 
(m-1) 

MIN 
(m-1) 

MAX 
(m-1) 

Theoretical 0.001 16.6 0.001 16.6 0.001 16.6 0.001 16.6 
Periodogram 0.17 16.6 N/A N/A 0.05 10.0 0.05 10.0 
Multitaper 0.07 16.6 N/A N/A 0.05 10.0 0.05 10.0 
ARMASA 0.0050 6.7 0.02 2.53 0.04 10.0 0.04 10.0 
 

The same characteristics found when these three methods were applied to the synthetic 

data set were also seen when applied to the field data.  Figure 2.15a shows the linear 

interpolation through the field data for borehole 58A-10, and Figure 2.15b is the calculated 

frequency versus power for the field data signal.  Just as the synthetic data had a rollover in slope 

at both high and lower frequencies, the same is seen in the field data, demonstrating that at these 
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values the power cannot be calculated due to insufficient data. The three methods also have 

similar noise characteristics as was seen in the synthetic analysis with the ARMASA being the 

smoothest in both the synthetic and the field.   

 

 

Figure 2.15: a. The field data from borehole 58A-10 with the linear interpolation through 
the induced structure orientations. b. The three different spectral analysis methods 
applied to the field data.   
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As another test of the effect of irregular spacing of the data set on calculated β value, 

more regularly spaced data in certain sections of borehole 58A-10 were used which had a much 

denser data distribution.  The same linear interpolation was applied to the data for depth ranges 

of 4162-5563 feet and 8815-9481 feet, and Periodogram, Multitaper and ARMASA were all 

used.  As seen in Table 2.6 and Figure 2.16, these depth ranges have a fractal relationship 

confirming that where there is a dense data distribution, and therefore less interpolation, the same 

type of relationship is calculated, validating these spectral analysis methods.  
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Figure 2.16: a. A breakdown of the densely sampled area lengths in 58A-10 that were 
used to confirm that it was a self-affine fractal.  b. The power spectra quantified from 
these two smaller spans.  They do at this smaller scale still demonstrate a fractal 
relationship.   The values given are the β values, and the numbers in the parenthesis are 
the calculated β value for the entire borehole.  In both the shallow and deep spectra, β is 
greater than the entire borehole.  
 

The data distribution for each borehole was then applied to the synthetic fractal data set 

created using the colored noise generator.  As shown in the Results section below, each borehole 

has a drastically different distribution of borehole induced failure, and this approach provided an 

estimate of how well the methods could recover a power spectral slope and thus provides a 
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criterion for determining if a reliable β value could be recovered and interpreted. The resulting 

spectral slopes are summarized in Table 2.6.  Even though all three methods did produce β 

values close (±0.25 or within 16.7%) to the input value, in each case one method yielded more 

accurate values than others.  The variation from the input β for these methods eventually served 

as an estimate of error for the β values calculated from the actual field data.  Note that a single 

method does not appear to consistently minimize this estimate of uncertainty. In the Results 

section below, spectral slopes used to compare stress heterogeneity among boreholes in the 

vicinity of the Coso Geothermal Field were calculated from the method with the least modeled 

uncertainty from analysis of the synthetic data.  

 

Table	  2.6:	  Spectral	  slope	  of	  synthetic	  data	  of	  β	  =	  -1.5	  sampled	  at	  the	  respective	  borehole	  data	  
distributions.	  

 Periodogram Multitaper ARMASA 
Borehole β % Error β % Error β % Error 
34-9RD2DP -1.62  8.0 -1.64   9.3 -1.61  7.3 
83-11 -1.70 13.3 -1.68 12.0 -1.63  8.7 
58A-10 -1.68 12.0 -1.65 10.0 -1.62  8.0 
58-10 -1.74 16.0 -1.72 14.7 -1.63  8.7 
SNORT2 -1.65 10.0 -1.62   8.0 -1.67 11.3 
 
 

2.2.2.2 Field Data 

 The three spectral analysis methods were then applied to the field data, which documents 

the Shmin azimuth as a function of depth after a linear interpolation. Again, the estimates of 

uncertainty were derived from the synthetic fractal data set analysis (Table 2.7). All values of β 

demonstrate a fractal relationship is represented by a straight line in log-log.   
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Table 2.7: Spectral slope of the field data and the range of frequencies that this slope spans. 

Borehole Periodogram Multitaper ARMASA Frequency Range 
(m-1)  

34-9RD2DP -1.97 ± 0.14 -2.55 ± 0.14 -2.64 ± 0.14 0.12-10.3 
83-11 -2.12 ± 0.22 -2.28 ± 0.16 -2.24 ± 0.18 0.13-9.3 
58A-10 -1.75 ± 0.19 -1.76 ± 0.22 -1.91 ± 0.15 0.11-13.3 
58A-10 Shallow -2.18 ± 0.10 -2.92 ± 1.05 -2.24 ± 0.20 1.05-16.7 
58A-10 Deep -1.96 ± 0.47 -2.25 ± 0.31 -1.84 ± 0.55 1.05-16.7 
58-10 -2.04 ± 0.25 -2.07 ± 0.16 -2.19 ± 0.22 0.05-7.3 
SNORT2 -2.06 ± 0.17 -1.96 ± 0.2 -2.06 ± 0.12 0.07-10.0 
 

 

2.2.2.3. Depth Independence of Stress Heterogeneity 

As noted earlier, one of the characteristics of a fractal distribution is that the data series 

analyzed is periodic and stationary, or in other words that power is associated with wavelengths 

that do not depend upon position in the data series (i.e., depth).  Since some critical properties of 

the stress tensor, such as the magnitude vertical stress, are depth dependent, although the ratio of 

the principal stresses in the brittle crust might be largely independent of depth (e.g., Towened 

and Zoback, 2001) and other important boundary conditions, such as temperature or porosity, 

can show depth dependence, I tested the data sets for these characteristics. In the first case, these 

characteristics can be examined by revisiting the analysis of the spectral slopes of sub-sections of 

the 58A-10 distribution (Figure 2.16 and Table 2.7). This analysis shows that power spectral 

slopes given by Multitaper (blue) and ARMASA (red) are different from the whole borehole 

spectral slope and are different between depths. The greatest difference is seen in the shallow 

depth and the slope is lower in the deepest interval. Differences in spectral slope that depend on 

depth could indicate a change in mechanism controlling stress heterogeneity or dependence of 

properties including shear stress drop on depth. Note, however, that the power spectral slope is 

derived from a relatively short depth span, which produces greater uncertainty for the linear 
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regression for the slope. Inspection of the power spectra derived from whole borehole analysis in 

Section 3 does indicate a linear distribution.  

To test whether physical properties of the crystalline rocks in each borehole control the 

heterogeneity in the horizontal principal stress directions, geophysical logs of p-wave velocity, 

Vp, in boreholes 58A-10 and 34-9RD2DP were analyzed in the same manner as the Shmin 

directions. Vp geophysical logs strongly correlate to variations in bulk modulus of rock (Mavko 

et al., 1998; Hearst et al., 2000), with strength (e.g., Mavko et al., 1998; Davatzes and Hickman, 

2006; Zoback, 2007), rock type and porosity (Mavko et al., 1998; Hearst et al., 2000; Reynolds, 

2003) which can influence earthquake behavior (Scholz, 2002) or other sources of stress 

heterogeneity. In general, the higher the velocity the greater the bulk modulus and rock strength, 

and the lower the porosity.  
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Figure 2.17:  Vp logs of boreholes 58A-10 and 34-9RD2DP.     
 

The Vp logs were also linearly interpolated at the same data spacing as the azimuth data, 

and are presented in Figure 2.17; all three spectral analysis methods were then used to determine 

the power spectra of both boreholes, as well as the sub-segments of 58A-10 previously discussed 

(Figure 2.16).  This relatively high data density and long interval of data result in similar spectral 

slopes from all three methods for each borehole (Table 2.8). In borehole 34-9RD2DP there is a 

very distinct break in slope at -1 m-1 and a similar break in slope at borehole 58A-10 at -0.32 m-1 

in the whole borehole analysis and both sub-segments. Neither borehole shows this characteristic 

in the analysis of horizontal principal stress direction. Examination of the most accurate power 

spectra of the shallow and deep intervals of 58A-10 also shows that they have no significant 

difference in Vp spectral slope, indicating an independence on depth in these crystalline rocks 
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throughout this depth range. Overall, comparing the resulting power spectra (Figure 2.18) 

summarized in Table 2.7 and 2.8 shows that there is no correlation within the estimated error 

between the results of the spectral analysis of Shmin and of Vp. Bonness (2005) also studied a 

borehole near the San Andres Fault and found that micro-fractures in the bedrock do not affect 

the orientation of borehole induced structures. 

 

 
Figure 2.18:  An analysis of the velocity geophysical log to ensure that the stress heterogeneity 
was not due to the physical properties of the rock. The VP spectral slopes for each borehole, and 
section of borehole, differ from the stress heterogeneity spectral slopes.  The actual spectra 
themselves are much more noisy and less linear than the ‘field’ stress spectral data. 
 

Table	  2.8:	  Spectral	  slopes	  of	  P-Wave	  Velocity	  	   	  

Borehole Periodogram Multitaper ARMASA 
34-9RD2DP -2.19 ± 0.69 -4.05 ± 2.55 -2.74 ± 0.71 
58A-10 -1.84 ± 0.32 -1.81 ± 0.29 -1.84 ± 0.31 
58A-10 Shallow -1.76 ± 0.23 -1.83 ± 0.26 -1.91 ± 0.15 
58A-10 Deep -1.83 ± 0.34 -3.16 ± 1.65 -3.05 ± 1.44 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

3.1 Average Horizontal Stress Direction 

The vertical average orientation of the horizontal stress directions interpreted from 

borehole-induced failures are used to represent the principal stress orientations in a volume 

similar in scale to the length of the borehole analyzed (Zoback et al., 1989, 2003; Shamir and 

Zoback, 1992). This is often taken to represent regional stress directions in locations where the 

boreholes penetrate several times deeper than the vertical relief (Zoback et al., 1989). 

Comparison of these mean directions and the amount of variation documented by the standard 

deviation provides a basis for determining the dependence of these parameters on the geothermal 

system, production/injection, and fault slip and tectonics. 

Figure 3.1 shows both the calculated orientation of Shmin and documents variation in Shmin 

azimuth relative to the mean orientation in each borehole and the variation in distributions of 

borehole induced structures visible along the borehole in image logs for each borehole. The five 

boreholes span varying lengths, and have very different data density and spacing. Boreholes 34-

9RD2DP and 83-11, the two boreholes inside the geothermal field, have data at similar depths 

(Figure 3.1), but the spacing between the induced structures and the density of the data is much 

different. Borehole 34-9RD2DP is denser and more clustered whereas 83-11 is more uniformly 

spread throughout the length and is less dense. Borehole 58A-10, has the largest data set, spans a 

much longer length scale (refer to Section 2.2.1 for statistics on borehole data). Borehole 58A-10 

has lengths of clustered data with spaces between the larger clusters; at shallower depths, 

however, the spacing between the induced structures is much greater.  Borehole 58-10 has a 

shallower length scale then the previous three, mainly due to the lack of vertical borehole deeper 

than about 5000 feet (1524 meters); however, at this shallower depth there is a great amount of 

data with large clusters and variation in spacing between structures. SNORT2 had induced 
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structures at depth, but it is obvious in Figure 3.1 that there were not many borehole-induced 

structures identified, it is not a dense data set and there are large spaces between depth.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.1:  All of the calculated Shmin orientation for the five studied boreholes.  From 
these graphs it is evident that there is a great amount of rotation from the vertically 
averaged mean.  The different colors/shapes represent borehole-induced structures 
identified in image logs.  
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The two main induced structures identified in the five boreholes were Tensile Fractures 

and Petal-Centerline Fractures. Borehole 58A-10 was the only borehole where Breakouts were 

identified, and they were only found very deep in the borehole.  Most rotations are small (Figure 

3.1) from the vertically averaged Shmin orientation, however, larger rotations, on the order of 

>090 from Shmin are also visible.  

The direction of Shmin in 34-9RD2DP, 58A-10 and 58-10 are similar regardless of 

proximity to production (Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1). In addition, the direction of Shmin for these 

three boreholes suggests a difference from 83-11 and SNORT2, although the lack of induced 

structures in the SNORT2 borehole provides only limited constraints. The standard deviation in 

Shmin azimuth for all boreholes is much larger than the precision of the measurement from the 

individual borehole induced structures. Thus, it must represent a measure of the stress 

heterogeneity (one that is insensitive to the frequency of stress rotations however) within the 

volume sampled by the borehole. In all cases, inspections of the individual stress directions in 

the image log reveal that the standard deviation varies from the mean at distinct depths and over 

distinct wavelengths (Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.2: Satellite image of the geothermal area (Same image as Figure 1.4). 
Locations of the five analyzed boreholes (white circles) in the vicinity of the 125 mW/m2 
contour of the heat flow anomaly associated with the Coso Geothermal Field outlined in 
red (Duffield and Bacon, 1981). Shmin orientations derived from borehole-induced failure 
are compiled in rose diagrams.  In each rose diagram, the thick bar indicates the vertical 
average whereas the yellow regions indicate ±1 standard deviation. Note the smaller 
white, dashed lines within the heat flow anomaly crudely outline the two main 
geothermal compartments. 
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The borehole far from the field, SNORT2, showed only minor borehole induced 

deformation, indicating a vertically averaged Shmin azimuth of 092 ± 47°.  In this case the large 

standard deviation in part results from a small data set due to a lack of borehole-induced 

structures, although large rotations are visible in the data set (Figure 3.1). The lack of structures 

implies that insufficient stress was available to overcome the strength of the rock adjacent to the 

borehole due to small horizontal differential stress and low temperatures that minimize thermal 

stress.  

 

Table 3.1: Vertically Averaged Shmin Direction ± one standard deviation. 

Location Borehole Shmin Azimuth ± 1 St. Dev. 
Inside Produced Area 34-9RD2DP 103 ± 28˚ 
Inside Unproduced Area 83-11 081 ± 18˚ 
Margin 58A-10 108 ± 28˚ 
Margin 58-10 107 ± 28˚ 
Outside Field SNORT2 092 ± 47˚ 

 

Values of Shmin azimuth and standard deviation (Table 3.1) from 34-9RD2DP in the East 

Flank production volume and the nearby 58A-10 and 58-10 in the unproduced margin of the 

geothermal field are indistinguishable. There are two ways to characterize this similarity despite 

difference in production and position within the Coso Geothermal Field: (1) the similarity 

implies decades of production has not measurably altered the regional stress direction or its 

variability; (2) the similarity is enforced by the proximity of all of these boreholes to active fault 

slip on the Coso Wash fault (Figure 1.4, 1.5, 1.8). Borehole 83-11, which suggests a distinct 

Shmin azimuth and standard deviation measured on the opposite side of the geothermal field 

within an unproduced portion of the Coso Geothermal Field is consistent with the second 

alternative (Figure 3.2). 
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3.2 Spectral Analysis 

 The stress heterogeneity defined by the image log analysis gives a first order account of 

the amount that stress varies from the vertically average orientation; however, it does not specify 

the amount that specific wavelengths of stress rotations contribute to that heterogeneity; this is 

provided by the spectral analysis results.  Figure 3.3 and Table 3.2 shows power spectra for each 

of the studied borehole with all four spectral analyses and the most accurate β (spectral slope) for 

each borehole’s data distribution based on the synthetic fractal data analysis.  

 

Table 3.2: Structural Control on Power Spectral Slope 

Location Borehole Method β ± 1 St. Dev. 
Inside Produced Area 34-9RD2DP Multitaper -2.55 ± 0.14 
Inside Unproduced Area 83-11 Multitaper -2.28 ± 0.16 
Margin 58A-10 ARMASA -1.91 ± 0.15 
Margin 58-10 Multitaper -2.07 ± 0.16 
Outside Field SNORT2 ARMASA -2.06 ± 0.17 

 

 
Figure 3.3: β for the five studied boreholes are given along with the three spectral 
analysis methods used.  The color of β represents the most accurate method for the 
specific data distribution of each borehole.  The error was calculated using the synthetic 
data analysis. 
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From Figure 3.3 and Table 3.2, it is evident that the two boreholes on the same well pad, 

58A-10 and 58-10, which are much deeper than their horizontal separation, provide two 

measures of the stress heterogeneity in the same volume. Comparing these boreholes reveals that 

each is characterized by distinct Shmin directions at corresponding depths which are visible in the 

shaded blue depth sections of Figure 3.4, however the standard deviations (Table 3.1) and β 

value (Table 3.2) indicates they also experience relatively similar scaling of stress heterogeneity; 

the standard deviation measurements are the same and the β fall within one standard deviation. 
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Figure 3.4:  Logs from the same borehole pad within the Coso Geothermal Field.  Depths 
where the stress rotations clearly do not match are shaded, even though the average 
horizontal principal stress directions are similar (Table 3.1) and  heterogeneity in the 
horizontal principal stress direction is similar based on spectral analysis and standard 
deviations. 

 

Borehole 34-9RD2DP, within a produced area of the Coso Geothermal Field, has a β that 

is distinct from the 58A-10 and 58-10 by >0.4 (deg2*m)(m), in excess of the estimated 

uncertainty (Table 3.2). This suggest that, unlike the analysis of the average Shmin azimuth and 

standard deviation, the power spectral slope implies that the scaling of stress heterogeneity inside 

the produced geothermal field is distinct from the margin of the geothermal field. The lack of 

agreement between the Shmin orientation and spectral slope also implies there may be the same 
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amount of heterogeneity, but that its scaling among frequencies is different.  However, the two 

boreholes inside the geothermal field, 34-9RD2DP and 83-11, have calculated β values which 

agree within the estimated error even though these boreholes did not have similar Shmin and 

standard deviation values, meaning that the scaling of stress heterogeneity in these boreholes is 

similar.  

The average Shmin azimuth and standard deviation calculated for SNORT2, outside the 

Coso Geothermal Field, are distinct from 83-11 and 34-9RD2DP, which implies a distinct 

tectonic environment dominates the geothermal system. A more distant borehole, such as 

SNORT2, would provide the best test of this tectonic sub-environment. The power spectral slope 

reported for SNORT2 in Figure 3.3 and Table 3.2 results from a small data set, and it is clear that 

such a small number of observations constraining the power spectrum make it easily biased and 

on this basis I choose not to interpret the comparison of its spectral slope with those in the field. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

 The Coso Geothermal Field is characterized by shallow high temperatures documented in 

boreholes, shallow microseismicity and low Vp/Vs ratios and volume changes (Wu and Lees, 

1999; Fialko and Simons, 2000; Wicks et al. 2001; Unruh and Streig, 2002; Monastero et al., 

2005; Julian and Foulger, 2011; Kaven et al., 2011). Determining whether the principal stresses 

are a factor in the characterization of the geothermal field was one of the goals of this study.  

Another was quantifying whether ~20 years of geothermal production changed the principal 

stress directions within the geothermal field.  Lastly, due to the numerous sources of stress 

heterogeneity, isolating the cause heterogeneity occurs throughout this region was the last main 

goal.   

 Previous analyses of stress heterogeneity by Shamir and Zoback (1992), Day-Lewis 

(2007, 2010) and Valley and Evans (2010) for a variety of field sites found the distribution of 

stress to be a self-affine fractal, which was the same relationship found for stress heterogeneity in 

this study (Figure 5.1).  Shamir and Zoback (1992), as mentioned, modeled the actual rotations 

of induced structures, and therefore the principal stresses, and found that they are controlled by 

fault slip. Day-Lewis took it another step further and related these heterogeneities to earthquakes 

in the vicinity of the studied boreholes, which provided a source of stress heterogeneity.  Valley 

and Evans (2010) compared boreholes on the same pad and found that they have similar 

principal stress orientations, similar scaling of stress heterogeneity and also that these closely 

spaced boreholes commonly differ in directions of stress rotations at specific depths due to slip 

on the same fault distributed between one volume.   
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Figure 4.1: a. Shamir and Zoback (1992) spectral analysis results that demonstrated a 
fractal distribution of stress heterogeneity and fractal dimension value given. b. Valley 
and Evans (2011) results with the spectral slope,	  β, and fractal dimension. c. Day-Lewis 
et al. (2010) spectral analysis results with β and earthquake fractal dimension. d. Results 
from this study for borehole 34-9RD2DP with calculated β.   
 

There are numerous sources of stress heterogeneity that vary in length scale (Figure 1.1). 

The vertical average Shmin calculated suggests there is a longer length scale source of stress 

heterogeneity based on the distribution of stress throughout the Coso Geothermal Field. The 

spectral analysis spanned a centimeter to kilometer length scale and suggests a different source 

for the scaling of stress heterogeneity from the calculated Shmin, due to the calculated spectral 

slopes for the five studied boreholes. 
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4.1 Image Log Analysis 

For the five boreholes studied, both Shmin and standard deviation quantified through the 

image log analysis suggests that the Coso Wash Fault is the source of stress heterogeneity 

(Figure 1.3,1.7 and Table 3.1), where 34-9RD2DP, 58A-10 and 58-10 all have similar (< 03˚) 

orientations and the same standard deviation whereas the two other boreholes differ in 

orientation by at least 11˚; although the fault has not sustained an historic earthquake, offsets 

Holocene alluvial fans (Unruh and Streig, 2002; Davatzes and Hickman, 2006). The Coso Wash 

Fault has an orientation of about 210, which is roughly perpendicular to the orientation of the 

three boreholes Shmin orientation, which is expected. The faulting regime in the vicinity of these 

three boreholes is also similar (Figure 4.2). By comparing this variation in Shmin across the 

studied area, the data suggests that the source of stress heterogeneity is variation in the faulting 

regime between the studied areas of the geothermal field.   
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    A                                                                                                                                   A’       

 
Figure 4.2: A cross-section, A-A’ from Figure 1.3 showing the shallowing of the Brittle-
ductile transition and the different faulting regimes across the Coso Geothermal Field. 
The approximate locations and depths of the boreholes within or on the margin of the 
Coso Geothermal Field are also shown, from right to left, 83-11, 34-9RD2DP, 58-10 and 
58A-10. The small dots are earthquakes in the vicinity of each well (Modified from 
Unruh, 2006).  
 
 

Even though the Shmin of 34-9RD2DP and 83-11 do differ, which could result from 

production, the correlations of Shmin between 34-9RD2DP, 58A-10 and 58-10 do not support this 

conclusion.  This suggests that any variation due to ~20 years of production within the Coso 

Geothermal Field (Adams et al., 2000, Kovac et al., 2005) is not visible from the image log 

analysis, based on the lack of correlation between the two boreholes within the geothermal field, 

83-11 and 34-9RD2DP. Therefore, large (kilometer) scale variation in principal stress orientation 

is due to proximity to the Coso Wash Fault and differences in faulting regimes in the Coso 

Geothermal Field.   
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4.2 Spectral Analysis 

4.2.1 Implications for simple stress models  

One potential implication of the presence of significant stress heterogeneity is that simple 

models of stress in the earth are wholly inadequate to aid in assessing earthquake hazards using 

models of earthquake prediction such as the elastic rebound model (Ohnaka, 1976) or guide 

stimulation of hot but impermeable rock which constitutes the majority of the geothermal 

resources around the world and is otherwise sufficient to provide a significant portion of United 

States energy needs (Tester, 2007). However, routine applications of such models in the oil 

industry have been successful for drilling more stable boreholes (Barton et al., 1998; Yaghoubi 

and Zeinali, 2009) and in hydraulically stimulating reservoirs (Bredehoeft et al., 1976; Fehler, 

1989;), as well as in assessing hazards posed by impoundment of water by dams (Hast, 1969).   

A recent study by McLean and McNamara (2011) found that in two neighboring 

geothermal fields (~9 kilometers apart), which are assumed to be connected based on 

geochemical analyses, however, the principal stress orientation suggests that fractures which 

connect the field would have to propagate perpendicular to the maximum horizontal principal 

stress, which is unlikely. The image logs analyzed in their study did not use the same sample 

spacing discussed in Section 2 of this thesis, and therefore, complete stress heterogeneity 

characterization could be lacking.  Further analysis using a smaller sampling interval may show 

that stress heterogeneity along fractures at depth could be connecting the two fields, which 

would provide a better understanding of this geothermal field and a way to improve the energy of 

the system. Heffer (2002) modeled and used hydraulic fracturing to determine how the principal 

stress orientations effect the direction water will flow at depth and demonstrated that it flows in 

the direction of SHmax, but not without the aid of stress heterogeneity. If the fractures in which the 

fluid is flowing at depth, were only those completely parallel to SHmax, it would limit the fluid 
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movement through the system, thus sufficient movement is dependent upon stress heterogeneity. 

A similar result was found in Rutledge and Phillips (2004) study, where the direction of fracture 

propagation in an oilfield when averaged were perpendicular to Shmin. However without stress 

heterogeneity the hydraulic fracturing and propagation of fractures would have been limited. 

Stress heterogeneity studies, therefore, could be useful in better understanding a geothermal 

system and aid in the future production of geothermal energy. 

Boreholes 58A-10 and 58-10, from the same well pad, are analyzed across overlapping 

depths. For these boreholes, the depth and wavelength of the specific stress rotations commonly 

differ as seen in Figure 3.4.  However, as noted, the standard deviation and power spectral slopes 

are similar (Table 3.1 and 3.2).  This contrast implies the same heterogeneity of stress direction 

in the volume is measured by both boreholes despite differences at specific depths related to 

individual rotations (Figure 3.4). If fault slip is responsible for stress rotations, stress directions 

should diverge in very closely spaced boreholes as observed due to the position of the borehole 

and the relative position of individual faults, which is the relationship Valley and Evans (2010) 

also found in closely spaced boreholes. The slope of the power spectrum varies by only 0.16, 

which implies similar populations of slipped faults may contribute to stress rotation in each 

borehole.  An illustration of this relationship is shown in Figure 4.3 based on models by Scholtz 

(1992), where a slip along the same fault in the vicinity of two proximal boreholes has opposite 

effects on the principal stresses, and thus the induced structures.   
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Figure 4.3: a. A view down borehole of the two boreholes on the same pad.  As a fault 
slips in between the two boreholes, there is a difference in how stress is rotated dependent 
upon proximity and location to that fault.  The minimum horizontal stress before slip is in 
the same orientation, however, after the slip, stress rotates in opposite direction. b. The 
rotation of the induced structures, therefore the principal stresses, in the image log 
analysis (Based upon Scholtz, 1992).   
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Both image log analysis and spectral analysis results suggest the Coso Geothermal Field 

is characterized by horizontal principal stress directions and related heterogeneity that is distinct 

from its surrounding tectonic environment and that several large faults, such as the Coso Wash 

Fault, are intimately tied to this local stress and control the location of this geothermal field. 

However, simple stress models used to understand geothermal fields and oil and gas fields do not 

fully characterize stress heterogeneity and the connectivity of fractures at depth, thus the 

understanding of stress heterogeneity will continue to aid in further development of geothermal 

resources and better characterize the resource.   

 

4.2.2 Earthquakes as the primary source of stress heterogeneity 

The spectral analysis provides a better understanding of how stress heterogeneity scales 

for each borehole. The results demonstrate a correlation between the two boreholes inside the 

field itself, 39-9RD2DP and 83-11, a difference from the boreholes outside the field and a 

correspondence between the two boreholes on the same well pad, 58A-10 and 58-10. This 

distribution of stress heterogeneity would support the hypothesis that the Coso Geothermal Field 

does have a specific stress environment. However, it has also been proposed that the source of 

stress heterogeneity is fault slip (earthquakes).  To test this relationship both the fractal 

dimension of earthquakes and of stress heterogeneity were calculated and both values scale to 

fault length as demonstrated in Equation 1.4 and Equation 1.9. Therefore if these values are 

comparable, earthquakes are the source of stress heterogeneity in the Coso Geothermal Field.  

 By making assumptions for faults in the vicinity of the studied boreholes, constants q and 

d are represented by 1.5 and a range of 2-3 respectively. The constant q is the worldwide slope of 

earthquake magnitude and moment magnitude data and the range for constant d represents a 

factor of stress drop assumed to have occurred during fault slip where 2 represents smaller faults 
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and 3 represents larger faults (Kanamori and Anderson, 1975; Wesnousky et al., 1983; Day-

Lewis, 2007, Day-Lewis, 2010). Note using these as constants is an assumption that implies that 

shear stress drop is independent of depth or fault dimensions. Hanks and Boore (1984) 

determined that the values for both constants q and d were appropriate based on seismicity in 

southern California. The earthquake fractal dimension calculated using these constants and using 

the b-value calculated by the Southern California Seismic Network (Bhattancharyya and Lees, 

2002) for the Coso Geothermal Field, which includes 83-11 and 34-9RD2DP, ranges from 4.1-

6.2, Coso Range, which includes 58A-10 and 58-10, ranges from 3.2-4.8 and Indian Wells, 

which includes SNORT2, is 2.8-4.2.  These ranges in earthquake fractal dimension coincide with 

the stress heterogeneity fraction dimension calculated using β (Table 4.1).   

 

Table	  4.1:	  Fractal	  Dimensions	  of	  the	  distribution	  stress	  rotations	  in	  boreholes	  and	  the	  earthquake	  
frequency-magnitude	  distribution.	  

Location Borehole Drot Deq 
Inside Produced Area 34-9RD2DP 3.78 
Inside Unproduced Area 83-11 3.64 

 
4.1-6.2 

Margin 58A-10 3.37 
Margin 58-10 3.54 

 
3.2-4.8 

Outside Field SNORT2 3.53 2.8-4.2 
 

 The borehole outside the geothermal field, SNORT2, has a borehole fractal dimension 

within the span of the calculated earthquake fractal dimension, as do 58A-10 and 58-10.  The 

overlap of these two values suggests that earthquakes are the source of stress heterogeneity for 

these three wells.  However, the borehole fractal dimension for boreholes inside the geothermal 

field does not correspond with the earthquake fractal dimension.  Nevertheless, both increase 

inside the geothermal field, due to an increase in β and b-values. There are two possible 

explanations for this lack of overlap: (1) the lack in sensitivity of the Southern California 

Earthquake Catalog in detecting micro-seismicity or (2) there is another source of stress 
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heterogeneity inside the Coso Geothermal Field.  This analysis suggests, based on the 

correlations between the earthquake fractal dimension and the stress heterogeneity fractal 

dimension, that earthquakes are the most likely source of stress heterogeneity for this span of 

length scales (centimeter to kilometer).   

The orientation of stress is only one parameter characterizing heterogeneity. Stress is a 

second order tensor, so it depends on two independent directions, attitudes of planes and of the 

forces acting on those planes, requiring six independent magnitudes in three dimensions. By 

specifying rotations in the principal stresses (i.e., principal planes) we reduce the system to three 

independent magnitudes acting in three orthogonal coordinate directions, and the directional 

dependency on the plane and force directions collapse to one. By specifying an approximately 

2D case in vertical boreholes and assuming out-of-plane rotations are negligible compared to 

rotations in-the-plane orthogonal to the borehole, we reduce the number of independent 

directions uniquely specifying the orientation of the stress tensor to one. However, this leaves the 

magnitudes of the three principal stresses un-quantified, or at least the two magnitudes in the 

plane acting across the borehole. Because rotation and change of stress component magnitudes 

are coupled, this should be sufficient to characterize the heterogeneity of the stress tensor. 

However, it must be stated that our observations are limited to the orientation of two of the 

principal stresses and the five boreholes studied. 

These constraints also imply that the earthquake population must possess several critical 

characteristics in order to interpret this causal relationship from a match between the fractal 

dimensions of these two populations: (1) A spatial distribution of earthquakes relative to distance 

from the borehole; (2) The spatial distribution of earthquakes of different magnitudes used to 

define the b-value are present in the vicinity of the borehole. Because earthquakes perturb stress, 

they will interact with each other and have feedback on both the spatial distribution of 
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earthquakes of different magnitude, and also on the attitude of the planes on which slip is 

induced, assuming a variety of such planar attitudes are available in any volume of rock. 

 

4.2.3 Assumptions and Limitations: The Representative Elementary Volume 

As discussed in Section 1.4.3, spectral analysis assumes periodic and stationary data 

(Stoica and Moses, 1997) which in this application must be satisfied within a Representative 

Elementary Volume (REV). The analysis of the two smaller sections of 58A-10 demonstrates 

that the data does have a self-affine fractal relationship throughout the length of the borehole, but 

because the β value is different in the three analyzed sections of the borehole (Figure 2.16), 

however this variation was also present in the synthetic analysis and does not mean that the data 

set is not periodic or stable and spectral analysis techniques do apply.     

As mentioned, self-similar (earthquakes) and self-affine (stress heterogeneity), vary in 

definition. As defined in Section 1.4.2, self-similar is a fractal that is the same in every direction 

(scale invariant) at multiple magnitudes; in the case of earthquakes, the distribution is the same 

vertically as horizontally (Turcotte, 1997). Self-affine is defined as a fractal that is not the same 

horizontally as it is vertically, and is the relationship demonstrated by the image log analysis 

(Turcotte, 1997).  To simplify, if a ‘box-counting method’ was used, calculating the fractal 

dimension for earthquakes requires square boxes, whereas the borehole fractal dimension 

requires rectangular boxes (Turcotte, 1997). In this application the fractal dimensions scale to the 

length of faults, even though both fractal dimensions are calculated differently, they are still 

comparable due to the common dependence on fault length, and consequently, in both cases the 

data falls along a straight line in log-log space.  

There are two areas of potential systematic variation in stress direction at the length-scale 

of the borehole observations that should be acknowledged.  First, although the Coso Geothermal 
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Field is largely composed of crystalline rocks of similar mechanical properties (Davatzes and 

Hickman, 2006), there is vertical variation in fracture filling minerals including weak clays, 

which are stable only at shallow depths and temperatures ranging from about 0-225° Celsius 

(Kovac et al., 2005). Such clays have low frictional resistance to slip (Lockner and Beeler, 

2002), which impacts the ability of these fractures to sustain shear stress, and thus impacts 

heterogeneity in the principal stress directions. The presence of clay could be the reason for the 

lack of correlation between the fractal dimension of stress rotations and the fractal dimension of 

earthquakes within the geothermal field itself.  A lower β value suggests that larger stress 

rotations, thus greater power, are not occurring.  This could be due to slip along faults with clays 

in the geothermal field that are not producing larger scale rotations.   

Second, the stress due to overburden increases significantly over these length-scales, as 

does temperature, which reduces the yield stress of the rock and thus allows potentially 

significant ductile deformation (Scholtz, 2002). At the Coso Geothermal Field this has generally 

been interpreted to coincide with an approximately 300°C isosurface which is the approximate 

onset of significant quartz plasticity, which represents the brittle-ductile transition in Figure 4.2 

(Scholtz, 2002). Although poorly constrained and generally reached at the bottom or somewhat 

below boreholes within the Coso Geothermal Field, the depth of this isosurface at the Coso 

Geothermal Field very roughly coincides with a reduced seismicity rate (Monastero et al., 2005; 

Unruh and Hauksson, 2006). Both slip on fractures as a cause for rotations of principal stress 

directions and ductile creep that relieves elastic shear stress minimizing heterogeneity in stress 

direction are sensitive to these depth-dependent parameters.  This variation with depth, and lack 

of brittle failure and the preservation of elastic strain energy, could explain the difference 

between the shallow and deep β value in borehole 58A-10 as well. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 
 The nature of meter to kilometer scale stress heterogeneity must be determined before 

reliable stress models can be used to evaluate the role of stress in producing the deformation 

associated with the origin and maintenance of the Coso geothermal system.  Stress analysis of 

the five boreholes from the Coso Geothermal Field, CA, are fractal. The vertical average of Shmin 

azimuth quantified through image log analysis suggests that large-scale variation in principal 

stress direction the size of the geothermal system result from slip on large basin-bounding faults 

and variation in faulting regime. This is most clearly demonstrated by boreholes 34-9RD2DP, 

58A-10 and 58-10 similar average Shmin azimuth, are roughly perpendicular to and proximal to 

the Coso Wash Fault, which shows Holocene alluvial fan offsets documenting recent slip. The 

impact of variation in faulting regime appears to be greater than the more than twenty years of 

geothermal production in this field. 

 Although Shmin azimuth of boreholes proximal to the Coso Wash Fault were similar, 

power spectral slopes between boreholes in produced and unproduced regions of the geothermal 

field different. This difference in spectral slope suggests that the cenimeter to meter variations in 

Shmin azimuth are affected by production and is consistent with respective differences in 

earthquake frequency in produced and unproduced volumes. The overlap of the earthquake 

fractal dimension and the stress rotation fractal dimension calculated from each spectral slope for 

boreholes SNORT2, 58A-10 and 58-10 suggest that earthquakes are the probable source of this 

heterogeneity. The two boreholes inside the geothermal field, 34-9RD2DP and 83-11, have 

similar values of stress heterogeneity fractal dimensions, but do not fall within the calculated 

span of the earthquake fractal dimension.  This lack of correspondence could be due to a lack of 

small earthquakes in the Southern California Earthquake Catalog. This correlation could be 
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further evaluated using the local Navy earthquake catalog, which is currently being processed 

and will be available in the near future.   

These results also imply that characterizing variation in stress orientation with depth 

provides a method of determining the scaling of fault slip and of also characterizing fault 

behaviors. In addition, the analysis of the mean, standard deviation, and spectral analysis can be 

used to better understand fault populations and geothermal reservoirs in general.  

 Both 58A-10 and 58-10 have the same Shmin orientation and standard deviation (107 ± 

28°), which indicates that both boreholes are subject to the same large-scale stress and 

heterogeneity in stress directions.  Similar power spectral slopes also suggest that the scaling of 

stress heterogeneity in these two boreholes is the same.  However, at corresponding depths in 

these boreholes, the stress rotations vary in opposite orientations.  This apparent opposite 

rotation of the Shmin azimuth demonstrates that although closely-spaced boreholes, which are 

sampling the same rock volume and thus the same formations, fractures and earthquakes, may 

have the same stress state, but have distinct local stress directions. In particular, such local, short-

wavelength opposite rotations should be expected if stress heterogeneity is caused by fault slip, 

since opposing tips of a fracture will tend to produce difference senses of principal stress 

rotation.   

 In conclusion, spectral analysis successfully quantifies the length-scale dependence of 

principal stress rotations for frequencies from .1 to 13.3 m-1 despite the limitations of borehole 

image log data sets. Although vertical average orientation of the principal stresses is a method 

used to understand geothermal exploration and production, human impacts of crustal stresses due 

to production of geothermal fields result in short wavelength rotations of the principal stresses 

due to induced micro-seismicity. Principal stress rotations in image logs of boreholes from the 

Coso Geothermal Field have fractal scaling in wavelength suggesting that earthquakes dominate 
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stress heterogeneity, whereas recent slip on large faults dominates the vertical average 

orientation of principal stress direction. Thus, simple models derived from image log analysis 

should be useful in determining the stresses driving deformation and predicting earthquake 

potential due to human activities such as geothermal and petroleum production and stimulation. 
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ABSTRACT	  
Borehole induced structures in image logs of wells 
from the Coso Geothermal Field (CGF), CA record 
variation in the azimuth of principal stress. Image 
logs of these structures from five wells were analyzed 
to quantify the stress heterogeneity for three 
geologically distinct locations: two wells within the 
CGF (one in an actively produced volume), two on 
the margin of the CGF and outside the production 
area, and a control well several tens of kilometers 
south of the CGF. Average directions of Shmin and its 
standard deviation are similar along the eastern 
portion of the geothermal field at ~106±28°, but this 
is distinct from the western portion which has an 
azimuth of 081±18° and distinct from outside the 
geothermal field where the average azimuth is 
092±47°. Spectral analysis was applied to the depth 
variation of stress direction and demonstrates that: (1) 
the data set contains distinct wavelengths of stress 
rotation, (2) that the relative power of these 
wavelengths in the total distribution of stress 
directions is fractally distributed and (3) in a manner 
consistent with earthquakes causing the stress 
rotations. The slope of the power spectrum quantifies 
the length-scale dependence of stress rotations for the 
volume of the brittle crust penetrated by each well.  
While the vertically averaged Shmin orientation for the 
three eastern wells inside the field varied by as little 
as 1˚, the spectral slopes inside the field varied by 0.4 
log(deg2*m)(m), from the inside to the margin 
unproduced areas of the CGF.    

Introduction	  
Local variations in stress are expected to result from 
topographic relief, crustal buoyancy, transient flow of 
fluid through rock, temperature gradients, the 
distribution and geometry of rock masses with 
different mechanical properties, and fault 

(earthquake) slip (Zang and Stephansson, 2010).  In 
addition, human activities, such as impoundment of 
water behind dams, mine excavation (McGarr et al., 
1975), and exploitation of hydrocarbon (e.g., Chan 
and Zoback, 2007) and geothermal reservoirs (e.g., 
Segall and Fitzgerald, 1998), have been recognized to 
change local stress fields (e.g., Barton et al., 1998) 
and impact earthquake activity (Pearson, 1981; 
Cornet and Julien, 1989; Fehler, 1989; Jupe et al., 
1992).  As a practical point, the directions of the 
principal stresses are highly sensitive to these 
changes in stress, which act over a range of length-
scales, and which can readily be inferred from 
earthquake data or borehole induced deformation. 
Variations in stress direction at the tectonic plate 
scale have been mapped from earthquake and 
borehole data as part of the world stress map project 
(e.g., Zoback, 1992). At smaller length-scales stress 
rotations are commonly visible from the orientation 
of borehole induced structures visible in image logs. 
In geothermal reservoirs the state of stress related to 
development and maintenance of the geothermal 
system is of interest for discovering geothermal fields 
(Davatzes and Hickman, 2006) and for locating wells 
due to the impact of stress on borehole stability and 
fracture permeability (e.g., Barton et al., 1995).  In 
enhanced geothermal systems (EGS), heterogeneity 
in stress is a key control on the potential of fractures 
to interact with hydraulic stimulation, constrains on 
the direction the stimulation will grow, and 
constraints the seismic risk associated with inducing 
earthquakes on large faults of known orientation. 
 
In this study variation in the orientation of the 
principal stresses was measured along five wells at a 
resolution of 0.2 ft for vertical distances up to ~8000 
ft from borehole-induced deformation visible in 
image logs along five near-vertical portions of wells 
in the vicinity of the Coso Geothermal Field (CGF), 
CA. From the distribution of stress directions with 
depth in each well, the relative contributions of 
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distinct frequencies of these stress rotations were 
quantified using spectral analyses. Previously, 
Shamir (1992), Day-Lewis et al. (2010; see also Day-
Lewis, 2007), and Valley and Evans (2010) have 
used this approach. Valley and Evans (2010) note 
that in the Soultz EGS reservoir stress directions 

 
Figure 1:  Locations of the five analyzed wells (white 

circles) in the vicinity of the 125 mW/m2 
contour of the heat flow anomaly 
associated with the Coso Geothermal 
Field (CGF) outlined in red (Duffield and 
Bacon, 1981). Shmin orientations derived 
from borehole-induced failure are 
compiled in rose diagrams.  In each rose 
diagram, the thick bar indicates the 
vertical average whereas the yellow 
regions indicate ±1 standard deviation. 
Note the smaller white, dashed lines 
within the heat flow anomaly crudely 
outline the two main geothermal 
compartments. 

between nearby wells at similar depths can 
significantly vary. Day-Lewis et al. (2010) proposed 
that the stress rotations are primarily controlled by 
fault slip consistent with large stress rotations 
predicted from models of fault slip and modeled in 
boreholes by Shamir (1992) and Brudy and Zoback 
(1993). Their work showed that the spectral slope of 
stress rotations is fractal consistent with the early 
work by Shamir (1992) on short intervals of borehole 
data and that it mimics the fractal dimension derived 
from the frequency-magnitude distribution (b-value) 
of earthquakes. Stress rotation due to fault slip 
implies that large variations in stress direction can be 
expected over short distances, but also implies that 
though local principal stress directions vary, the 
heterogeneity of stress directions can be consistent 
among nearby wells. 
 
Unlike the previous studies, this study includes 
multiple wells that span a heavily produced east flank 
of the CGF (well 34-9RD2DP), unproduced portions 
of the CGF (well 83-11), the margin of the CGF 
(wells 58A-10 and 58-10), and outside the 
geothermal field (SNORT2). Thus from comparisons 
of these wells, we can test whether the geothermal 
field has its own distinct stress environment, whether 
more than 20 years of geothermal production might 
change these characteristics, and whether the method 
provides consistent results from two wells that 
independently sample the same volume. 

Geologic	  Setting	  of	  the	  Coso	  Geothermal	  Field	  
The Coso geothermal system is roughly distinguished 
by the 125 mW/m2 heat flow anomaly mapped by 
Duffield and Bacon (1981) (Figure 1), although 
continued exploration and analysis of temperature 
and hydrothermal alteration in wells is refining this 
boundary. The CGF is further distinguished by high 
rates of shallow seismicity suggesting a shallowing of 
the brittle-ductile transition (e.g., Monastero et al., 
2005) and extensional strains inferred from focal 
mechanism inversions (Unruh and Streig, 2002). The 
produced volumes of the geothermal system are 
further distinguished by shallow, high temperatures 
(Kaven et al., 2011, Duffield and Bacon, 1981)), low 
Vp/Vs ratios (Wu and Lees, 1997; Julian and 
Foulger, 2011; Kaven et al., 2011), high rates of 
seismicity with low maximum earthquake magnitude 
(Unruh and Streig, 2002; Kaven et al., 2011), and 
volume changes revealed by InSAR (Fialko and 
Simons, 2000; Wicks et al. 2001). The margin of the 
geothermal field along Coso Wash is much cooler 
than the main field and is characterized by lows rates 
of seismicity and low earthquake magnitudes. 
Outside the geothermal field, seismicity extends to 
greater depth, and larger earthquake magnitudes 
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occur than in the geothermal system (Monastero et 
al., 2005). Although these characteristics distinguish 
the volumes sampled by the wells in this study, they 
all penetrate similar Mesozoic granites and diorites 
(Adams et al., 2000; Kovac et al., 2005; Manley and 
Bacon, 2001; Wicks et al., 2001). 

Image	  log	  analysis	  and	  stress	  directions	  
In the first phase of this study GMI Imager was used 
to map the orientation of the borehole-induced 
deformation in acoustic and electrical image logs for 
34-9RD2DP, 83-11, 58-10, 58A-10, and Snort2.  
Only vertical portions of wells were mapped to 
provide the simplest relationship between the 
principal stresses and borehole deformation assuming 
an Anderstonian stress state and consistent with the 
stress model developed by Davatzes and Hickman 
(2006). Tensile Fractures and Breakouts (Figure 2a) 
which form in response to hoop stresses along the 
borehole wall (Zoback et al., 2003), and Petal-
Centerline Fractures (Figure 2b) which form below 
the borehole floor during drilling (Davatzes and 
Hickman, 2010; Gracia-Cruz and Davatzes, 2010) 
were used to measure the orientation of the horizontal 
principal stresses using methods summarized in the 
cited papers. These structures were “picked” in 0.2 ft 
intervals to trace the local variation in their azimuth. 
This sampling rate thus define the minimum data 
spacing, although actual data spacing was often 
larger due to poor image data or a lack of borehole 
induced deformation due to stresses insufficient to 
break the rock along the borehole wall. Identified 
borehole deformation structures were ranked by the 
quality of the pick according to the scheme outlined 
in Davatzes and Hickman (2010) to provide an 
independent estimate of the reliability of the stress 
direction. Only induced structures occurring pairs and 
meeting the criteria summarized in Davatzes and 
Hickman (2010) were used in this paper. 
 
The vertical average orientation of stress directions 
interpreted from borehole induced failure is used to 
represent the principal stress orientations in a volume 
similar in scale to the length of the well analyzed 
(Shamir and Zoback, 1992; Zoback et al., 1989, 
2003). This is often taken to represent regional stress 
directions in locations where the wells penetrate 
several times deeper than the vertical relief. To first 
order, it is apparent in Figure 1 and Table 1 that the 
direction of Shmin in the three wells on the east side of 
the geothermal field area are similar regardless of 
proximity to production. In addition, the direction of 
Shmin is significantly different from 83-11 and 
SNORT2, although the lack of induced structures in 
the SNORT2 well provides only limited constraints. 
 

 
Figure 2: Amplitude image from borehole televiewer 

log of well 58A-10 shows: (a) Tensile 
Fractures and Breakouts--inset cartoon 
demonstrates the relationship of Tensile 
Fractures andBreakouts to the two 
horizontal principal stresses; (b) Petal-
Centerline Fractures—inset carton shows 
the orientation of Petal-Centerline 
Fractures to the horizontal principal 
stresses (Davatzes and Hickman, 2010).  
All three induced structures were 
identified in well 58A-10.  Only Tensile 
Fractures and Petal-Centerline Fractures 
were identified in the other four wells 
studied.  

 
This standard deviation in Shmin azimuth for all wells 
is much larger than the precision of the measurement 
from individual borehole induced structures. Thus, it 
must represent a measure of the stress heterogeneity 
(although one that is insensitive to the wavelength of 
stress rotations) within the volume sampled by the 
well. In all cases, inspection of the individual stress 
directions in the image log reveal that the standard 
deviation varies from the mean at distinct depths and 
over distinct wavelengths (Figure 3). 
 
Results from 34-9RD2DP in the east flank production 
volume and the nearby 58A-10 and 58-10 on the 
unproduced margin of the geothermal field have 
indistinguishable Shmin azimuth and standard 
deviation (Table 1). There are two ways to 
characterize this similarity despite difference in 
production and position within the CGF: (1) the 
similarity implies decades of production has not 
measurably altered the regional stress direction or its 
variability; (2) the similarity is enforced by the 
proximity of all of these wells to active fault slip on 
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the Coso Wash fault, which although it has not 
sustained an historic earthquake does offset holocene 
alluvial fans (Unruh and Streig, 2002; Davatzes and 
Hickman, 2006). The distinct orientation Shmin 

azimuth and standard deviation measured on the 
opposite side of the geothermal field in well 83-11 
within an unproduced portion of the CGF is 
consistent with the second alternative (Figure 1). 

  

 
Figure 3:  Shim azimth derived from pairs of borehole-induced deformation structures in each of the five wells 

studied. The uneven sampling of these structures is readily apparent. The vertical average is indicated 
by the black dashed line and ±1 standard deviation is indicated by the yellow region bounded by dashed 
red lines.  The magenta line superimposed on well 58A-10 is the actual waveform used to calculate the 
power spectrum using the three methods discussed.  The line was produced through a linear 
interpolation of the actual data.   

 
Table 1: Well location and quantified Shmin 

orientation for the five studied wells. 
Location Well  Shmin Azimuth 
Margin 58A-10 108 ± 28° 
Margin 58-10 107 ± 28° 
Inside Produced 34-9 103 ± 28° 
Inside Unproduced 83-11 081 ± 18° 
Outside SNORT2 092 ± 47° 
The well far from the field showed only minor 
borehole induced deformation, tentatively indicating 
a vertically averaged Shmin azimuth of 092 ±47°.  In 
this case the large standard deviation in part results 

from a small data set due to a lack of borehole-
induced structures, although large rotations are 
visible in the data set (Figure 3). The lack of 
structures implies that insufficient stress was 
available to overcome the strength of the rock 
adjacent to the borehole due to small horizontal 
differential stress and low temperatures that minimize 
thermal stress.  

SPECTRAL	  ANALYSIS	  
The mapped variation in Shmin (Figure 3) direction 
varies about the mean to define a relative rotation, 
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which can be characterized as a superposed series of 
waveforms with varying wavelength and amplitude. 
In the analysis we assume that the principal stresses 
primarily rotate about a vertical axis. This is justified 
given: (1) studies of induced structures in deviated 
wells (Peska and Zoback, 1995) have shown that a 
well must diverge from a principal stress axis by 
approximately 12-15° to induce significant difference 
between the azimuth of the principal stress and the 
azimuth of the induced structure in the image log; 
this indicates that rotations of the stresses about a 
horizontal axis less than 12-15° would be practically 
undetectable; (2) independent evidence for significant 
differences between the borehole axis and the vertical 
principal stress such as en echelon tensile fractures 
were not observed in the intervals studied (Brudy and 
Zoback, 1993; Peska and Zoback, 1995). With these 
assumptions, we analyze the dependence of power on 
the wavelengths of the rotation in stress direction. 
 
A relative measure of how much each wavelength 
contributes to the distribution of stress directions is 
called the power spectral density, which is derived 
using a Fourier Transform (Hamming, 1989). The 
relative power of each wavelength defines the 
spectral slope, which takes the form of a power law 
relationship give as: 
 

€ 

PSD = λβ  (Equation 1) 
 
where PSD is the power spectral density (deg2*m) ,  
λ (m) is wavelength, and β (deg2*m)(m)  is the power 
spectral slope. 
 
Sampling of stress directions from borehole 
deformation provides potentially high resolution but 
is characterized by irregular sample spacing as well 
as more extensive gaps between densely sampled 
intervals resulting from poor data quality or a lack of 
borehole induced deformation (Figure 3). To define 
the reliability and uncertainty of the spectral slope 
impacted by these limitations, sampling 
characteristics recovered from analysis of the wells at 
CGF were mimicked in synthetic, power spectra of 
known fractal slope.  
 
The power spectral slope of the synthetic data set was 
calculated using the standard periodogram (or single 
taper) method, the Multitaper method and the 
Autoregressive Moving Average Spectral Analysis 
(ARMASA) method. The Multitaper method, 
implemented as a Matlab toolbox by Thomson (1982) 
and Percival and Walden (1993) repeatedly analyzes 
the power spectrum of sub-segments of the data set 
multiplied by an orthogonal sequence to minimize 
spectral leakage, and the ARMASA method, also 
implemented as a Matlab Toolbox (Broersen, 2002, 

2009; Broersen et al., 2004), is developed to study 
irregularly sampled data by generating large numbers 
of time series models and statistically evaluating their 
best model. The ARMASA toolbox is available for 
download and can be obtained at 
http://www.dcsc.tudelft.nl/Research/Software/index.h
tml. 

 
Figure 4: Results of the synthetic fractal data 

analysis by the three spectral analysis 
methods applied to the (a) ‘best case’, 
where data is continuously sampled at the 
maximum sample frequency achieved in 
the well data; and the same synthetic 
data set but sampled with the distribution 
of 58A-10 data and then interpolated 
using (b) linear and (c) cubic-spline 
algorithm.  

 
Periodogram and multi-taper spectral analyses 
require constant data spacing across the sampled 
interval. This requires interpolation of field data to 
impose regular spacing. To evaluate the effectiveness 
of the methods in accurately measuring power 
spectral slope on interpolated data, we analyzed a 
synthetic dataset constructed from a colored noise 
generator (Abhirup Lahiri, a matlab function 
obtainable at www.mathworks.com) with a known 
fractal distribution in log10(frequency) versus 
log10(power) with power spectral slope of -1.5 
(deg2*m)(m) (Figure 4). The actual distribution of 
data found in each well was used to sample the 
synthetic distribution and provide a basis to estimate 
uncertainty in spectral slope. Both cubic-spline and 
linear interpolation methods were tested.  
 
From the test of synthetic data, it is apparent that the 
methods produce similar slopes in the data set 
sampled at an even spacing of 0.2 ft. This case 
corresponds to the best case possible in the image log 
analysis (Figure 4a) and summarized in Table 2. 
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Once the synthetic data is sampled corresponding to 
the distribution of data in well 58A-10 and then 
linearly interpolated the resulting power spectral 
slope increases, suggesting more power is being 
attributed to the longer wavelengths at the expense of 
shorter wavelengths as expected (Figure 4b). This 
interpolation is illustrated in Figure 3. However, all 
methods recover the spectral slope within +0.2 
deg2*m, and find fractal distributions in power. 
Cubic-spline interpolation results in a minor break in 
slope at a frequency of approximately ~0.1 m-1 
(Figure 4c). At short frequencies, the power spectral 
slope is over-estimated by ~2x, whereas at higher 
frequencies spectral slope is slightly underestimated. 
We also note that the actual power recovered depends 
on the method applied.  
 
This test was repeated for the linearly interpolated 
data distribution in each well to estimate the 
uncertainty of each method. The results are 
summarized in Table 2 and spectral slopes were 
chosen for comparison from the method with the 
least modeled uncertainty. Note that a single method 
does not appear to consistently minimize this 
estimate of uncertainty and is a subject of continued 
investigation (Table 2).   
 
The power spectral methods used assume a function 
is periodic and stationary, or in other words that 
power is associated with wavelengths that do not 
depend on position in the data series (i.e., depth). 
Similarly, a fractal distribution should show the same 
scaling of power with frequencies at all length-scales. 
We tested for these characteristics by comparing sub-
sections containing high sample density and 
continuity of data from extreme portions of the data 
series in well 58A-10 (Figure 5). They show power 
spectral slopes given by Multitaper (blue) and 
ARMASA (red) are different than the overall slope 
and to each other. The greatest difference is the 
shallow depth and are slope is minimized in the 
deepest interval. Differences in spectral slope that 
depend on depth could indicate a change in 
mechanism controlling stress heterogeneity or 
dependence of properties like shear stress drop on 
depth. We note however that the power spectral slope 
is derived from a relatively short data window, which 
makes the linear regression for the slope less certain. 
Inspection of the power spectra derived from whole 
well analysis (Figure 6) does indicate a linear 
distribution. 
 
The two wells on the same well pad, 58A-10 and 58-
10, which are much taller than their horizontal 
separation, provide two independent measures of the 
stress heterogeneity in the same volume. Comparing 
these wells reveals that each is characterized by 

distinct Shmin directions at similar depths (Figure 3). 
However, the power spectral slope indicates they 
experience the same stress heterogeneity consistent 
with our hypothesis (Figure 6 and Table 2). Well 34-
9RD2DP, within a produced area of the CGF, has a 
spectral slope that is different from the 58A-10 and 
58-10 wells by >0.4 (deg2*m)(m), in excess of the 
estimated uncertainty (Figure 6).  

 
Figure 5: Power spectra of sub-regions of high data 

density sampled from well 58A-10. (a) 
Shallowest interval of “continuously” 
sampled data and (b) corresponding 
power spectrum. (c) Deepest interval of 
“continuously” sampled data and (d) 
corresponding power spectrum.  
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Thus, unlike the analysis of the average Shmin azimuth 
and standard deviation, the power spectral slopes 
imply that the stress heterogeneity inside the 
produced geothermal field is distinct from the margin 
of the geothermal field. The similar standard 
deviation of Shmin azimuth, but different spectral 
slope implies there is the same amount of 
heterogeneity, but that its distribution among 
wavelengths is different. The shallower slope is in 
58A-10 and 58-10 are actually consistent with the 
relatively low rate of seismicity and earthquake 
magnitudes in Coso Wash as compared to the 
production zone containing 34-9RD2DP (Davatzes et 
al., 2006; Kaven et al., 2011). Within the CGF, power 
spectral slopes are similar regardless of production 
history or proximity to the Coso Wash Fault.  

 
The average Shmin azimuth and standard deviation 
indicated by SNORT2 outside the CGF are distinct 
from inside the CGF, which implies a distinct 
tectonic environment dominates the geothermal 
system. The best test of this tectonic sub-environment 
would be provided by a more distant well such as 
SNORT2. However we note that power spectral 
slopes reported for SNORT2 in Table 2 results from a 
small data set, and are assigned apparently low 
uncertainties. However it is clear that such a small 
number of observations constraining the power 
spectrum make it easily biased and on this basis we 
choose not to compare its spectral slope to those 
within the field. 

 

 
Figure 6:  Power spectra derived for each of the wells. The inset table summarizes the slopes using the method associated 

with least uncertainty. 
 

Table 2: Wells with calculated spectral slopes, log10(degree2*m), obtained from linearly interpolated 
stress direction data. 

Well Periodogram Multitaper ARMASA Frequency Range 
Best Case 
(Synthetic) 

-1.49±0.01 -1.47±0.03 -1.50±0.00 N/A 

58A-10 
(Margin) 

-1.75±0.19 -1.76±0.22 -1.73±0.15 0.0033-0.40 
(303.3-2.5) 

58-10 
(Margin) 

-2.04±1.25 -2.07±0.16 -2.19±0.22 0.0015-0.22 
(666.6-4.5) 

34-9RD2DP 
(Inside Produced) 

-1.97±0.14 -2.55±0.14 -2.64±0.14 0.0037-0.31 
(270.3-3.2 

83-11 
(Inside Unprod.) 

-2.12±0.22 -2.28±0.16 -2.24±0.18 0.00040-0.28) 
(250-3.57) 

SNORT2 
(Outside) 

-2.06±0.17 -1.96±0.2 -2.06±0.12 0.0020-0.30 
(500-3.2) 

 



DISCUSSION	  
The elastic strain energy stored in a rock due to the 
applied principal stresses can be released by breaking 
bonds in fracture formation and or through fault slip 
(Scholz, 1990).  In the case of fracture slip, this 
release of strain energy produces an earthquake that 
preferentially expends shear stress, causing local 
rotations of principal stress directions. Similarly, the 
displacements associated with fracture propagation 
produces a change in the principal stress orientation 
on that fault and is transferred into elastic energy at 
the fault tip (Sholz, 1990).  In either case this release 
of elastic energy must correlate to a change in the 
principal stress direction and the magnitude of an 
earthquake (Scholz, 1990). Injection and extraction 
modulation of fluid pressure cause changes in 
effective normal stress which can cause slip on 
existing faults or the creation of new faults producing 
earthquakes (Pearson, 1981; Cornet and Julien, 1989; 
Fehler, 1989; Jupe et al., 1992). The ubiquitous and 
heterogeneous stress rotations in the five wells, 
therefore, could be the result of fault (earthquake) 
slip. 
 
Following Day Lewis (2007) and Day-Lewis et al. 
(2010), the Gutenberg-Richter Law defines the 
relationship between earthquake magnitude and its 
frequency as: 

€ 

logN = a − bM  (Equation 2) 

where N is the number of earthquakes, M is the 
earthquake magnitude, a is the y-axis intercept and b 
is the slope of the frequency-magnitude relationship.  
Earthquake b value for the Coso Range is 2.4 and for 
Indian Wells is 2.1 (Glazner et al. 2002) using data 
from the Southern California Earthquake Network.  
 
The correlation between stress rotations and 
earthquakes is demonstrated by the earthquake fractal 
dimension: 

 (Equation 3) 

where d and q are constants and Deq is the earthquake 
fractal dimension that represents the relationship 
between moment magnitude and fault surface area 
with units of log(1027 dyne*cm)/log(103km2)  (Day-
Lewis, 2007).  Both Deq and spectral slope scale to 
fault size, and thus can be compared to discover a 
correlation between local heterogeneity in principal 
stress directions and earthquake frequency-magnitude 
in the vicinity of Coso. 
 
Constants 1.5 for q corresponding to a circular fault 
and a range of 2 to 3 for d which represents the 

amount of stress drop that occurred during fault slip 
can be used to calculate the fractal dimension (Day-
Lewis, 2007, Kanamori and Anderson, 1975 and 
Wesnousky et al., 1983). Note using these as 
constants is an ad hoc assumption that implies that 
shear stress drop is independent of depth or fault 
dimensions. Thus, the earthquake fractal dimension 
calculated from these constants and the b-value for 
the Coso Range, which includes all portions of the 
geothermal field, ranges from 3.2-4.8. For Indian 
Wells, which includes the location of SNORT2, the 
fractal dimension is 2.8-4.2.   
 
The fractal dimension of stress rotation, Drot, is 
derived from the power spectral slope, β, using: 

€ 

Drot =
5 − β
2 .

 (Equation 4) 

This equation gives the results in Table 3, which 
suggests that the fractal dimensions of these two 
phenomena are consistent which suggests that 
seismicity can account for the heterogeneity in stress 
direction. 
 
Table 3: Comparison of Fractal Dimensions  
Well β Drot Deq 
58A-10 -1.73±0.15 3.37 
58-10 -2.07±0.16 3.54 
34-9RD2 -2.55±0.14 3.78 
83-11 -2.28±0.16 3.64 

3.2-4.8 

SNORT2 -2.06±0.12 3.53 2.8-4.2 
 
More detailed evaluation of the control of seismicity 
on stress heterogeneity could be tested using the 
seismicity detected by the local Coso Seismic 
Network, which has a low detection threshold, and 
with re-locations to focus examination onto the small 
volume in the vicinity of the well. To date, such a 
comparison has not been conducted. Similar changes 
in micro-seismicity have been observed in other 
locations in the presence of normal production-
injection activity such as the Geysers (Majer and 
Peterson, 2007) and during EGS stimulation (e.g., 
Soultz, Concha et al., 2010 and Evans et al. 2005). 
 
Two of the studied wells are from the same well pad, 
have similar deviation and are analyzed across 
overlapping depths.  For these wells, the depth and 
wavelength of the specific stress rotations commonly 
differ.  However, as noted the standard deviation and 
power spectral slopes are similar.  This contrast 
implies the same heterogeneity of stress direction in 
the volume is measured by both wells despite 
differences at specific depths related to individual 
rotations.  If fault slip is responsible for stress 
rotations, stress directions should diverge in very 
closely spaced wells as observed, due to the position 
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of the well and the relative position of individual 
faults.  Since the slope of the power spectrum is 
similar, this implies similar populations of slipped 
faults contribute to stress rotation in each well. 

CONCLUSIONS	  
The Shmin orientations for five wells within the 
vicinity of CGF were calculated by observing 
induced structures to be 108±28° and 107±28° on the 
eastern margin of the geothermal field, 103 ±28° one 
of the eastern production volumes of the CGF, and 
inside the unproduced CGF on the west side is 
081±18°. These variations are consistent with relative 
small impacts of production on the average Shmin 
azimuth and stress heterogeneity relative the potential 
role of the Coso Wash Fault in controlling stress in 
the eastern portion of the CGF. Outside the 
geothermal field in Indian Wells, a sparse data set in 
SNORT2 indicates Shmin is oriented 092±47°, but 
nevertheless suggesting that there is a variation in the 
principal stress directions between these two regions.   
 
The fractal dimension derived from the power 
spectral slopes calculated using spectral analysis 
methods Periodogram, Multitaper and ARMASA in 
the unproduced region of the geothermal are 
consistent with the fractal dimensions derived from 
earthquake b-values in corresponding regions. This 
correspondence suggests that seismicity plays a 
critical role in controlling stress heterogeneity in and 
around the Coso Geothermal Field. 
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APPENDIX B 
%Created by Kelly Blake 
%Created on 7/22/10 
%Updated on 4/14/11 
 
%Created to run each of my picks through the maximum and minimum 
%horizontal principle stress orientation functions 
 
clear all 
close all 
 
%Loading all the data needed to evaluate the principle stress orientations 
%for each well 
snortens=load('Snort2Tens.txt'); 
snortpet=load('Snort2Pent.txt'); 
snortcombo=load('Snort2Combo.txt'); 
atentens=load('RedoneTensiles.txt'); 
atenpet=load('RedoneNewPetals58A10.txt'); 
atenbreak=load('Master58A10Breakout.txt'); 
atencombo=load('AtenCombo.txt'); 
tencomb=load('58-10Combo.txt'); 
tentens=load('58-10Tensiles.txt'); 
tenpets=load('58-10Petals.txt'); 
tencombsmalldevi=load('58-10CombSmallDevi.txt'); 
tenpetssmalldevi=load('58-10PetalsSmallDevi.txt'); 
tentenssmalldevi=load('58-10TensilesSmallDevi.txt'); 
tens8311=load('83-11TensileFractures.txt'); 
pets8311=load('83-11PetalCenterline.txt'); 
combo8311=load('83-11Combo.txt'); 
tens349=load('34-9Tens.txt'); 
pet349=load('34-9Petals.txt'); 
combo349=load('34-9Combo.txt'); 
 
%Calling the functions and evaluating the different data sets that I have 
%picked 
 
%% 
%Running the well data set through the minimum or maximum horizontal 
%stress function 
[ snortminorient snorttensorient snortdeltatens zerossnorttens snortstdtens] = minorientation(snortens); 
[ snortminorient2 snortpetorient snortdeltapet zerossnortpet snortstdpet] = minorientation(snortpet); 
[ snortcomborient2 snortcomborient snortdeltacomb zerossnortcomb snortstdcomb] = minorientation(snortcombo); 
 
%Compiling the well data 
snortminstack=[snortdeltatens;snortdeltapet]; 
snortminorients=mean(snortminstack); 
%Calculating the standard deviation 
snortstd=std(snortminstack); 
snortmaxstd=snortminorients+snortstd; 
snortminstd=snortminorients-snortstd; 
 
figure 
%Creating a rose diagram with well data 
scale = 100; % set to define outer limit of histogram plot 
t = [0:0.01:2*pi]; r=ones(size(t))*scale; 
h = polar(t,r,'k'); 
hold on 
avertens2=deg2rad(snortminstack); 
h=rose(avertens2,20) 
x=get(h,'Xdata'); 
y=get(h,'Ydata'); 
g=patch(x,y,'b'); 
avertens3=avertens2+pi; 
hold on 
b=rose(avertens3,20) 
x=get(b,'Xdata'); 
y=get(b,'Ydata'); 
g=patch(x,y,'b'); 
view(90,-90); 
title('Snort2 Rose Diagram') 
 
figure (2) 
%Creating depth versus orientation diagram 
subplot(1,5,1) 
plot(snortdeltatens,(zerossnorttens),'bd'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(snortdeltapet,(zerossnortpet),'gs','DisplayName','Petal-Centerline Fractures'); 
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set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot([snortminorients snortminorients],[400 10200],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([snortmaxstd snortmaxstd],[400 10200],'r--') 
hold on 
plot([snortminstd snortminstd],[400 10200],'r--') 
axis([0 180 400 10200]) 
title('Snort2') 
hold on 
 
%Spitting out the information that I need 
snortcomborient2 
snortstd 
 
%% 
%Running the well data set through the minimum or maximum horizontal 
%stress function 
[eteminorient etetensorient etedeltatens zerosetetens etestdtens]=minorientation(tens8311); 
[eteminorient2 etepetorient etedeltapet zerosetepet etestdpet]=minorientation(pets8311); 
[ etemincomborient ete2comboorient etedeltacomb zerosetecom etestdcom] = minorientation(combo8311); 
 
%Compiling the well data 
eteminstack=[etedeltatens;etedeltapet]; 
etedepthstack=[zerosetetens;zerosetepet]; 
eteminstack2=[etetensorient;etepetorient]; 
eteminorients=mean(eteminstack); 
eteminorients2=mean(eteminstack2); 
etestd=std(eteminstack); 
eteminstd=eteminorients-etestd; 
etemaxstd=eteminorients+etestd; 
 
%Creating a rose diagram with well data 
figure 
scale = 200; % set this to define outer limit of histogram plot 
t = [0:0.01:2*pi]; r=ones(size(t))*scale; 
h = polar(t,r,'k'); 
hold on 
avertens2=deg2rad(eteminstack); 
h=rose(avertens2,20) 
x=get(h,'Xdata'); 
y=get(h,'Ydata'); 
g=patch(x,y,'b'); 
avertens3=avertens2+pi; 
hold on 
b=rose(avertens3,20) 
x=get(b,'Xdata'); 
y=get(b,'Ydata'); 
g=patch(x,y,'b'); 
view(90,-90); 
title('83-11 Rose Diagram') 
 
figure (2) 
%Creating depth versus orientation diagram 
subplot(1,5,2) 
plot(etedeltatens,(zerosetetens),'bd'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(etedeltapet,(zerosetepet),'gs'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot([eteminorients eteminorients],[400 10200],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([etemaxstd etemaxstd],[400 10200],'r--') 
hold on 
plot([eteminstd eteminstd],[400 10200],'r--') 
axis([0 180 400 10200]) 
title('83-11') 
hold on 
 
 
%Spitting out the data 
etemincomborient 
etestd 
 
%% 
%Running the well data set through the minimum or maximum horizontal 
%stress function 
[ atenminorient atentensorient atendeltatens zerosatentens atenstdtens] = minorientation(atentens); 
[ atenminorient2 atenpetorient atendeltapet zerosatenpet atenstdpet] = minorientation(atenpet); 
[ atenmaxorient atenbreakorient atendeltabreak zerosatenbreak atenstdbreak] = maxorientation(atenbreak); 
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[ atencomborient atencomborient2 atendeltacomb zerosatencomb atenstdcomb] = minorientation(atencombo); 
 
%Finding the data points that are out of place and adding 180 to their 
%value 
I=find(atendeltatens<20); 
atendeltatens(I)=180+(atendeltatens(I)-atendeltatens(I)); 
 
I=find(atendeltabreak<20); 
atendeltabreak(I)=180+(atendeltabreak(I)-atendeltabreak(I)); 
 
%Compiling the well data 
atenminstack=[atendeltatens;atendeltapet]; 
atenminstack2=[zerosatentens,atendeltatens;zerosatenpet,atendeltapet]; 
sortedatenmin=sortrows(atenminstack2,1); 
I=find(atenminstack<20); 
atenminstack(I)=180+(atenminstack(I)-atenminstack(I)); 
atenminorients=mean(atenminstack); 
atenstd=std(atenminstack); 
atenmaxstd=atenminorients+atenstd; 
atenminstd=atenminorients-atenstd; 
 
atenrot=atenminstack-atenminorients; 
 
azi=atentens(:,4); 
depth=atentens(:,1); 
azi2=atenpet(:,4); 
depth2=atenpet(:,1); 
azi3=atenbreak(:,2); 
depth3=atenbreak(:,1); 
 
%A figure that demonstrates how complicated the raw data is 
figure 
plot(azi,depth,'bd') 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(azi2,depth2,'gs') 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(azi3,depth3,'mo') 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
axis([0 360 1000 10500]) 
legend('Tensile Fractures','Petal-Centerline Fractures','Breakouts') 
 
%Rose diagram for the minimum horizontal orientation 
figure 
scale = 700; % set this to define outer limit of histogram plot 
t = [0:0.01:2*pi]; r=ones(size(t))*scale; 
h = polar(t,r,'k'); 
hold on 
avertens2=deg2rad(atenminstack); 
h=rose(avertens2,20) 
x=get(h,'Xdata'); 
y=get(h,'Ydata'); 
g=patch(x,y,'b'); 
avertens3=avertens2+pi; 
hold on 
b=rose(avertens3,20) 
x=get(b,'Xdata'); 
y=get(b,'Ydata'); 
g=patch(x,y,'b'); 
view(90,-90); 
title('58A-10 Rose Diagram') 
 
%Figure of the data now that is has been analyzed and calculated to one 
%direction 
figure (2) 
subplot(1,5,3) 
plot(atendeltatens,(zerosatentens),'bd'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(atendeltapet,(zerosatenpet),'gs'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(atendeltabreak,(zerosatenbreak),'mo'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot([atenminorients atenminorients],[400 10200],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([atenmaxstd atenmaxstd],[400 10200],'r--') 
hold on 
plot([atenminstd atenminstd],[400 10200],'r--') 
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legend('Tensile Fractures','Petal-Centerline Fractures','Breakouts','Minimum Horizontal Stress 
Orientation','Standard Deviation') 
axis([0 180 400 10200]) 
title('58A-10') 
hold on 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
 
%Spitting out the values I want 
atencomborient 
atenstd 
 
figure(20) 
subplot(1,3,1) 
plot(atendeltatens,(zerosatentens),'bd'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(atendeltapet,(zerosatenpet),'gs'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(atendeltabreak,(zerosatenbreak),'mo'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot([atenminorients atenminorients],[400 10200],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([atenmaxstd atenmaxstd],[400 10200],'r--') 
hold on 
plot([atenminstd atenminstd],[400 10200],'r--') 
axis([0 180 400 10200]) 
legend('Tensile Fractures','Petal-Centerline Fractures','Breakouts','Minimum Horizontal Stress 
Orientation','Standard Deviation') 
 
atendeltapet2=atendeltapet(692:1180); 
zerosatenpet2=zerosatenpet(692:1180); 
zerosatentens2=zerosatentens(644:949); 
atendeltatens2=atendeltatens(644:949); 
 
%Plotting sections of 58A-10 
figure(20) 
subplot(1,3,2) 
plot(atendeltatens2,(zerosatentens2),'bd'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(atendeltapet2,(zerosatenpet2),'gs'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(atendeltabreak,(zerosatenbreak),'mo'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot([atenminorients atenminorients],[8400 10200],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([atenmaxstd atenmaxstd],[8400 10200],'r--') 
hold on 
plot([atenminstd atenminstd],[8400 10200],'r--') 
axis([0 180 8400 10200]) 
 
atendeltapet3=atendeltapet2(50:371); 
zerosatenpet3=zerosatenpet2(50:371); 
zerosatentens3=zerosatentens2(76:267); 
atendeltatens3=atendeltatens2(76:267); 
 
 
figure(20) 
subplot(1,3,3) 
plot(atendeltatens3,(zerosatentens3),'bd'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(atendeltapet3,(zerosatenpet3),'gs'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot([atenminorients atenminorients],[8800 9500],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([atenmaxstd atenmaxstd],[8800 9500],'r--') 
hold on 
plot([atenminstd atenminstd],[8800 9500],'r--') 
xlabel('Aximuth(deg)') 
ylabel('Depth(ft)') 
title('58A-10') 
 
figure(21) 
subplot(1,2,1) 
plot(atendeltatens,(zerosatentens),'bd'); 
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set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(atendeltapet,(zerosatenpet),'gs'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(atendeltabreak,(zerosatenbreak),'mo'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot([atenminorients atenminorients],[400 10200],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([atenmaxstd atenmaxstd],[400 10200],'r--') 
hold on 
plot([atenminstd atenminstd],[400 10200],'r--') 
axis([0 180 400 10200]) 
legend('Tensile Fractures','Petal-Centerline Fractures','Breakouts','Minimum Horizontal Stress 
Orientation','Standard Deviation') 
 
 
atendeltapet4=atendeltapet(26:274); 
zerosatenpet4=zerosatenpet(26:274); 
zerosatentens4=zerosatentens(24:290); 
atendeltatens4=atendeltatens(24:290); 
 
figure(21) 
subplot(1,2,2) 
plot(atendeltatens4,(zerosatentens4),'bd'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(atendeltapet4,(zerosatenpet4),'gs'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot([atenminorients atenminorients],[4000 5600],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([atenmaxstd atenmaxstd],[4000 5600],'r--') 
hold on 
plot([atenminstd atenminstd],[4000 5600],'r--') 
xlabel('Aximuth(deg)') 
ylabel('Depth(ft)') 
title('58A-10') 
 
figure(22) 
atendeltacomb5=atendeltacomb(1:89);  
zerosatencomb5=zerosatencomb(1:89); 
atendeltapet5=atendeltapet(1:64); 
zerosatenpet5=zerosatenpet(1:64); 
zerosatentens5=zerosatentens(1:25); 
atendeltatens5=atendeltatens(1:25); 
subplot(1,2,1) 
plot(atendeltacomb5,zerosatencomb5,'-r'); 
hold on 
plot(atendeltatens5,(zerosatentens5),'bd'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(atendeltapet5,(zerosatenpet5),'gs'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
xlabel('Aximuth(deg)') 
ylabel('Depth(ft)') 
title('58A-10') 
axis([0 180 2000 4500]) 
 
 
%% 
%Running the well data set through the minimum or maximum horizontal 
%stress function 
[ tenminsmallorient tentenssmallorient tendeltatenssmall zerostentenssmall tenstdtenssmall] = 
minorientation(tentenssmalldevi); 
[ tenminsmallorient2 tenpetsmallorient tendeltapetsmall zerostenpetsmall tenstdpetsmall] = 
minorientation(tenpetssmalldevi); 
[ tencombsmallorient tencombsmallorient2 tendeltacombsmall zerostencombsmall tenstdcombsmall] = 
minorientation(tencombsmalldevi); 
 
 
%Finding the average orientations and the standard deviation values 
tenminstacksmall=[tendeltatenssmall;tendeltapetsmall]; 
tenminstack2small=[zerostentenssmall,tendeltatenssmall;zerostenpetsmall,tendeltapetsmall]; 
sortedtenminsmall=sortrows(tenminstack2small,1); 
tenminorientssmall=mean(tenminstacksmall); 
tenstdsmall=std(tenminstacksmall); 
tenmaxstdsmall=tenminorientssmall+tenstdsmall; 
tenminstdsmall=tenminorientssmall-tenstdsmall; 
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azi=tentenssmalldevi(:,4); 
depth=tentenssmalldevi(:,1); 
azi2=tenpetssmalldevi(:,4); 
depth2=tenpetssmalldevi(:,1); 
 
 
%Rose diagram for the minimum horizontal orientation 
figure 
scale = 200; % set this to define outer limit of histogram plot 
t = [0:0.01:2*pi]; r=ones(size(t))*scale; 
h = polar(t,r,'k'); 
hold on 
avertens2=deg2rad(tenminstacksmall); 
h=rose(avertens2,20) 
x=get(h,'Xdata'); 
y=get(h,'Ydata'); 
g=patch(x,y,'b'); 
hold on 
avertens3=avertens2+pi; 
b=rose(avertens3,20) 
x=get(b,'Xdata'); 
y=get(b,'Ydata'); 
g=patch(x,y,'b'); 
view(90,-90); 
title('58-10 Rose Diagram ') 
 
%Figure of the data now that is has been analyzed and calculated to one 
%direction 
figure (2) 
subplot(1,5,4) 
plot(tendeltatenssmall,(zerostentenssmall),'bd'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(tendeltapetsmall,(zerostenpetsmall),'gs'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot([tenminorientssmall tenminorientssmall],[400 10200],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([tenmaxstdsmall tenmaxstdsmall],[400 10200],'r--') 
hold on 
plot([tenminstdsmall tenminstdsmall],[400 10200],'r--') 
axis([0 180 400 10200]) 
title('58-10') 
hold on 
 
%Spitting out the values 
tencombsmallorient 
tenstdsmall 
 
%Figures of the sections of well 58-10 
figure(22) 
tendeltacombsmall5=tendeltacombsmall(86:668);  
zerostencombsmall5=zerostencombsmall(86:668); 
atendeltapet5=tendeltapetsmall(17:187); 
zerosatenpet5=zerostenpetsmall(17:187); 
zerosatentens5=zerostentenssmall(70:481); 
atendeltatens5=tendeltatenssmall(70:481); 
subplot(1,2,2) 
plot(tendeltacombsmall5,zerostencombsmall5,'-r'); 
hold on 
plot(atendeltatens5,(zerosatentens5),'bd'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(atendeltapet5,(zerosatenpet5),'gs'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
xlabel('Aximuth(deg)') 
ylabel('Depth(ft)') 
title('58A-10') 
axis([0 180 2000 4500]) 
 
%% 
%Running the well data set through the minimum or maximum horizontal 
%stress function 
[minorient349 tensorient349 deltatens349 zeros349tens stdtens349]=minorientation(tens349); 
[minorient2349 petorient349 deltapet349 zeros349pet stdpet349]=minorientation(pet349); 
[ mincomborient349 comboorient349 deltacomb349 zeros349com stdcom349] = minorientation(combo349); 
 
minstack349=[deltatens349;deltapet349]; 
depthstack349=[zeros349tens;zeros349pet]; 
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minstack2349=[tensorient349;petorient349]; 
minorients349=mean(minstack349); 
minorients2349=mean(minstack2349); 
std349=std(minstack349); 
minstd349=minorients349-std349; 
maxstd349=minorients349+std349; 
 
I=find(deltatens349<20); 
deltatens349(I)=180+(deltatens349(I)-deltatens349(I)); 
 
I=find(deltapet349<20); 
deltapet349(I)=180+(deltapet349(I)-deltapet349(I)); 
 
 
%Rose diagram for the minimum horizontal orientation 
figure 
scale = 200; % set this to define outer limit of histogram plot 
t = [0:0.01:2*pi]; r=ones(size(t))*scale; 
h = polar(t,r,'k'); 
hold on 
avertens2349=deg2rad(minstack349); 
h=rose(avertens2349,20) 
x=get(h,'Xdata'); 
y=get(h,'Ydata'); 
g=patch(x,y,'b'); 
hold on 
avertens3=avertens2349+pi; 
b=rose(avertens3,20) 
x=get(b,'Xdata'); 
y=get(b,'Ydata'); 
g=patch(x,y,'b'); 
view(90,-90); 
title('34-9 Rose Diagram') 
 
%Figure of the data now that is has been analyzed and calculated to one 
%direction 
figure (2) 
subplot(1,5,5) 
plot(deltatens349,(zeros349tens),'bd'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot(deltapet349,(zeros349pet),'gs'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
hold on 
plot([minorients349 minorients349],[400 10200],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([maxstd349 maxstd349],[400 10200],'r--') 
hold on 
plot([minstd349 minstd349],[400 10200],'r--') 
axis([0 180 400 10200]) 
xlabel('Azimuth (Degrees)') 
ylabel('Depth (Feet)') 
title('34-9') 
hold on 
 
 
%Spitting out the data 
mincomborient349 
std349 
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%Created by Kelly Blake 
%Created on 7/21/10 
%Updated on 4/14/11 
 
%A function to run simple applications to obtain the min horizontal 
%principle stress orientations based on the picked induced structures 
 
 
function [ maxhori avebreak deltaavg2 zeros55 stdbreakorientation] = maxorientation(name) 
 
%Finding the max horizontal principle stress 
 
azibreak=name(:,2); 
depth5=name(:,1); 
matrixlength2=length(name); 
 
%Creating a zeros matrix for the data to go in 
zeros5=zeros((matrixlength2/2),1); 
zeros55=zeros((matrixlength2/2),1); 
 
%Writing a for loop so that the maximum horizontal principal stress 
%direction can be found 
for i=(1:2:210); 
    avg=(azibreak(i)+azibreak(i+1))/2; 
    zeros5((i+1)/2)=avg; 
end 
 
%Finding the absolute value of the maximum horizontal principal stress 
%directions 
avebreak=abs(zeros5); 
 
%Creating a rose diagrams of the stress orientations 
figure 
avebreak2=deg2rad(avebreak); 
avebreak3=avebreak2+pi 
rose(avebreak2,20) 
hold on 
rose(avebreak3,20) 
view(90,-90); 
 
%Figuring out the one orientation that the data is pointing in using 
%direction cosines and vector addition 
delta=deg2rad(90-(avebreak));%Converting all of the orientations to one orientation 
%Using direction cosines to get one value 
x=cos(2*delta); 
y=sin(2*delta); 
 
%Summing the vectors, which will end up giving me one orientation (see pg 
%29 in research notebook) 
x2=x; 
y2=y; 
 
%Using the inverse tangent to get the vectors back into radians 
deltaavg=atan2(y2,x2); 
deltaavg=deltaavg./2; 
deltaavg=rad2deg(deltaavg); 
deltaavg2=90-deltaavg;%Converting back to degrees 
 
%Multiplying the orientation by 2 so that I can get one orientation for all 
%of the tensile fractures 
newavbreak=avebreak.*2; 
maxhori=mean(deltaavg2); 
 
%Averaging the depths so that the orientation of the principle stress only 
%has one depth value 
for h=(1:2:210); 
    depth55=((depth5(h)+depth5(h+1))/2); 
    zeros55((h+1)/2)=depth55; 
end 
 
 
%Figuring out the standard deviation of the breakouts 
stdbreakorientation=std(deltaavg2); 
 
end 
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%Created by Kelly Blake 
%Created on 7/21/10 
%Updated on 4/14/11 
 
%A function to run simple applications to obtain the min horizontal 
%principle stress orientations based on the picked induced structures 
%The outputs: minhori is the averaged orientation, avertens is all of the 
%tensile orientations, deltaavg2 is the value calculated using circular 
%statistics, zeros11 is the depth range that is output to be used to graph 
%with, the stdtensorientation is the standard deviation of the data set 
 
 
function [ minhori avertens deltaavg2 zeros11 stdtensorientation] = minorientation(name) 
 
%Calling the necessary columns of data needed to calculate the minimum 
%stress orientation 
azi=name(:,4); 
depth=name(:,1); 
matrixlength=length(name); 
 
%Creating a zeros matrix from the information in the 'for' loop to go in 
zeros1=zeros((matrixlength/2),1); 
zeros11=zeros((matrixlength/2),1); 
zeros22=zeros((matrixlength/2),1); 
 
%A for loop that runs through the data and subtracts the two values 
for i=(1:2:matrixlength) 
    avg=(azi(i)+azi(i+1))/2; 
    zeros1((i+1)/2)=avg; 
end 
 
%A for loop that will average the depths for the two orientations that I 
%averaged 
for h=(1:2:matrixlength) 
    depth1=((depth(h)+depth(h+1))/2); 
    zeros11((h+1)/2)=depth1; 
end 
 
%Obtaining the average structure direction 
avertens=abs(zeros1); 
 
%Figuring out the one orientation that the data is pointing in using 
%direction cosines and vector addition 
delta=deg2rad(90-(avertens)); %Converting all of the orientations to one orientation 
 
%Using direction cosines to calculate one value 
x=cos(2*delta); 
y=sin(2*delta); 
 
%Summing the vectors, which will end up giving me one orientation (see pg 
%29 in research notebook) 
x2=x; 
y2=y; 
 
%Using the inverse tangent to get the vectors back into radians 
deltaavg=atan2(y2,x2); 
deltaavg=deltaavg./2; 
deltaavg=rad2deg(deltaavg); 
deltaavg2=90-deltaavg;%Converting back to degrees 
 
 
%Multiplying the orientation by 2 so that I can get one orientation for all 
%of the tensile fractures 
newavtens=avertens.*2; 
 
%An If statement to call out all the values greater than 360 in that 
%matrix, to continue to try and get one orientation for the tensile 
%fractures 
for j=(1:1:(matrixlength/2)) 
if newavtens(j)>360 
    newertens=newavtens(j)-360; 
else newertens=newavtens(j); 
end 
zeros22(j)=newertens; 
end 
tensorientation=(zeros22./2); 
% Finding the mean orientation based on the tensile fracture picks 
minhori=mean(deltaavg2); 
%Finding the standard deviation of the fractures 
stdtensorientation=std(deltaavg2) 
end 
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function [slope waves V]=specgraphs( wave,power,n,plot_title,line) 
% Created by Kelly Blake 
% Created on 11/18/10 
% Updated on 4/14/11 
 
%Taking out infinity value 
j=find(wave~=Inf); 
waves3=wave(j); 
pxx2=power(j); 
 
%Changing the values from log to linear 
waves=log10(waves3); 
pxx2=log10(pxx2); 
 
p=find(waves~=-Inf); 
waves=waves(p); 
pxx2=pxx2(p); 
 
%Least square fit 
slope=polyfit(waves,pxx2,1); 
V=polyval(slope,waves); 
 
plot(waves,pxx2,n,'LineWidth',line) 
hold on 
plot(waves,V,n,'LineWidth',line) 
hold on 
end 
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%Created by Kelly Blake 
%Created on 1/20/11 
%Updated on 4/14/11 
 
%Used to calculate the best case data set, each wells data distribution effect on spectal analysis in cases of 
interpolation and not interpolation 
%ALL SYNMTHETIC DATA 
 
clear all, close all 
 
 
%% Best Case Data Set 
 
%Using the color noise generator to create a signal 
x=spatialPattern([1000,1],-1.5); 
t22=1:1:(length(x)); 
freq1=1:-0.06:1/18000; 
 
%Figure of the original random data set 
figure 
plot(x,t22,'.') 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
 
%Running periodogram on the best case data set 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(x,[],[],1); 
waves3=f;%Changing the frequency to wavelength 
 
figure(2) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(waves3,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
 
%Spitting out slope and percent difference 
slopeperiod 
periodpd=(abs(-1.5-slopeperiod)) 
 
 
%Running regular ARMASA on the best case data 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(x); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(x)); 
frequencies2=frequencies3;%Converting to a wavelength 
hold on 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(2) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
%Spitting out slope and percent difference 
slopearma 
multiaarma5810=(abs(-1.5-slopearma)) 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on the best case data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(x,[],[],1); 
 
figure(2) 
 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
axis([-4.5 0 -5 10 ]) 
hold on 
 
%Spitting out slope and percent difference 
slopemt 
multipd=(abs(-1.88-slopemt)) 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
 
%Using the ARMASA for irregular data 
t23=(round(t22));%.*0.3048)); 
%Input for the highest AR order 
change=10; 
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[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t23,x,change,1,1); 
 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t23)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(2) 
[slopearma58A10]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','58A-10 Deep',1) 
hold on 
 
legend('Periodogram','ARMASA','Multitaper','ARMASA without Interpolation','Actual Slope') 
 
 
 
%% Interpolated Data 
 
%Loading all the data needed to evaluate the principle stress orientations 
%for each well 
atencombo=load('AtenCombo.txt'); 
[ atencomborient atencomborient2 atendeltacomb zerosatencomb atenstdcomb] = minorientation(atencombo); 
 
snortcombo=load('Snort2Combo.txt'); 
[ snortminorientcomb snortcomborient snortdeltacomb zerossnortcomb snortstdcomb] = minorientation(snortcombo); 
 
combo8311=load('83-11Combo.txt'); 
[eteminorientcomb etecomborient etedeltacomb zerosetecomb etestdcomb]=minorientation(combo8311); 
 
combo349=load('34-9Combo.txt'); 
[ mincomborient349 comboorient349 deltacomb349 zeros349com stdcom349] = minorientation(combo349); 
 
tencombsmalldevi=load('58-10CombSmallDevi.txt'); 
[ tencombsmallorient tencombsmallorient2 tendeltacombsmall zerostencombsmall tenstdcombsmall] = 
minorientation(tencombsmalldevi); 
 
%% 58A-10 
 
%Using the color noise generator to create a signal 
x=spatialPattern([(length(zerosatencomb)),1],-1.5); 
t22=1:3.76:8003; 
freq1=1:-0.06:1/18000; 
 
%Making the 'time' datasets equal 
t2=((zerosatencomb)-2126); 
 
%Inputting a 'depth' for the interpolation to be calculated for 
depth=(t2(1,1):.5:t2((length(t2)),1)); 
 
%Figure of the data spacing 
figure(2) 
plot(x,t2,'.k') 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
axis([-0.6 0.8 0 8000]) 
 
%Interpolating the data using the cubic method 
[yy]=interp1(t2,x,depth,'cubic'); 
 
figure(3) 
plot(yy,depth,'.-b') 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
axis([-0.6 0.8 0 8000]) 
 
%Interpolating the data using the linear method 
[yx]=interp1(t2,x,depth,'linear'); 
 
figure(4) 
plot(yx,depth,'.-r') 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
axis([-0.6 0.8 0 8000]) 
 
 
%Running periodogram on the uninterpolated data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(x,[],[],1); 
figure(5) 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
axis auto 
hold on 
 
%Running the ARMASA on uninterpolated data 
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[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(x); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(x)); 
 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
 
figure(5) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
hold on 
axis auto 
 
%Running multitaper on uninterpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(x,[],[],1); 
 
figure(5) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
hold on 
 
%Running ARMASA Irregular spacing on the uninterpolated, gapped data 
change=10; 
 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t22,x,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
 
figure(5) 
[slopearma58A10]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
 
 
 
%Running periodogram on the cubic interpolated data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1); 
figure(7) 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
axis auto 
hold on 
 
%Running ARMASA on the cubic interpolated data 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
frequencies2=frequencies3;%Converting to a wavelength 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
 
figure(7) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
hold on 
axis auto 
 
%Running multitaper on the cubic interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1); 
 
figure(7) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
hold on 
axis([-4 0 -8 4]) 
 
%Running ARMASA irregular on the interpolatd data 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(depth,yy,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
% [AR,MA,Sellog]=armasel_rs(x2,depth); 
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[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(7) 
[slopearma58A10]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','venly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis([-4 0 -8 4]) 
 
 
%Running periodogram on the linear interpolated data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yx,[],[],1); 
figure(8) 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
axis auto 
hold on 
 
%Running ARMASA on the linear interpolated data 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yx); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
frequencies2=frequencies3;%Converting to a wavelength 
hold on 
 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(8) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
hold on 
axis auto 
 
%Running multitaper on the linear interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yx,[],[],1); 
 
waves1=fmt; 
 
figure(8) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(waves1,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
hold on 
axis([-4 0 -8 4]) 
 
%Running ARMASA irregular on the linear interpolated data 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(depth,yx,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(8) 
[slopearma58A10]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','venly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis([-4 0 -8 4]) 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
%Running the spectral analysis methods on the distributions of sub-sections of 58A-10  
 
%Narrowing down the depth and orientation interval 
t22=t2(1414:1973); 
atendeltacomb2=atendeltacomb(1414:1973); 
depth=(t22(1,1):.5:t22((length(t22)),1)); 
 
%Using the color noise generator to create a signal 
x=spatialPattern([(length(atendeltacomb2)),1],-1.5); 
 
%Interpolating the data with a linear interpolation 
[yy]=interp1(t22,atendeltacomb2,depth,'linear'); 
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figure(20) 
subplot(1,5,3) 
plot(yy,depth,'m','Linewidth',2); 
axis([0 180 400 10200]) 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
 
%Running periodogram on the span of interpolated data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1); 
waves3=f;%Changing the frequency to wavelength 
 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod58A10deep] = specgraphs(waves3,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
hold on 
 
%Running ARMASA on the interpolated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
frequencies2=frequencies3;%Converting to a wavelength 
hold on 
 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma58A10deep]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on the interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1); 
 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt58A10deep]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Best Case Synthetic Fractal Data Set',1); 
hold on 
 
%Running ARMASA irregular on the gapped data 
t23=(round(t22));%.*0.3048)); 
 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t22,atendeltacomb2,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
 
[slopearma58A10]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','58A-10 Deep',1) 
hold on 
 
 
legend('Periodogram','ARMASA','Multitaper','ARMASA without Intepolation') 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
 
xlim([-2.5 0]) 
ylim([-4 8]) 
 
plot([-.3 -.3],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([-1.5 -1.5],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
hold on 
 
%Shallow Depths 
t22=t2(47:558); 
atendeltacomb2=atendeltacomb(47:558); 
depth=(t22(1,1):.5:t22((length(t22)),1)); 
 
%Using the color noise generator to create a signal 
x=spatialPattern([(length(atendeltacomb2)),1],-1.5); 
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%Interpolating the data with a linear interpolation 
[yy]=interp1(t22,x,depth,'linear'); 
 
figure(20) 
subplot(1,5,3) 
plot(yy,depth,'m','Linewidth',2); 
axis([0 180 400 10200]) 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
 
%Running periodogram on the span of interpolated data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1); 
waves3=f;%Changing the frequency to wavelength 
 
figure(11) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod58A10sha] = specgraphs(waves3,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
hold on 
 
%Running ARMASA on the interpolated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
 
figure(11) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma58A10sha]=specgraphs(waves2,psdlang,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on the interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1); 
 
figure(11) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt58A10sha]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Best Case Synthetic Fractal Data Set',1); 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
 
 
%Running ARMASA irregular on the gapped data 
t23=(round(t22));%.*0.3048)); 
 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t22,atendeltacomb2,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
 
 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
 
figure(11) 
[slopearma58A10]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','58A-10 Deep',1) 
hold on 
 
xlim([-2.5 0]) 
ylim([-4 8]) 
plot([-.3 -.3],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([-1.5 -1.5],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
%% 58-10 
 
%Using the color noise generator to create a signal with 58-10 spacing 
x=spatialPattern([(length(zerostencombsmall)),1],-1.5); 
 
t2=((zerostencombsmall)); 
 
depth=(zerostencombsmall(1,1):.5:zerostencombsmall((length(zerostencombsmall)),1)); 
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%Interpolating the gapped data using the cubic method 
[yy]=interp1(t2,x,depth,'cubic'); 
 
%Running the irregular ARMASA on the gapped data 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t2,x,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(5) 
[slopearma5810]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
 
%Using the periodogram method on the 58-10 gapped synthetic data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(5) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
 
 
%Running the ARMASA on the interpolated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(5) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,psdlang,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on the cubic interpolated data set 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(5) 
%subplot(2,3,1) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
axis([-4.5 0 -5 10 ]) 
hold on 
%% 34-9 
 
%Using the color noise generator to create a signal with 58-10 spacing 
x=spatialPattern([(length(zeros349com)),1],-1.5); 
 
t2=((zeros349com.*0.3048)); 
 
depth=(zeros349com(1,1):.5:zeros349com((length(zeros349com)),1)); 
 
[yy]=interp1(t2,x,depth,'cubic'); 
 
%Running the irregular ARMASA on the gapped data 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t2,x,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(6) 
[slopearma349]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
 
%Running periodogram on the cubic interpolated data set 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(6) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
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%Running regular ARMASA on the cubic interpoated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(6) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,psdlang,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on cubic interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(6) 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
axis([-4.5 0 -5 10 ]) 
hold on 
%% 83-11 
 
%Using the color noise generator to create a signal with 58-10 spacing 
x=spatialPattern([(length(zeros349com)),1],-1.5); 
 
t2=((zerosatencomb.*0.3048));%*.3048;%*10); 
 
depth=(zerosetecomb(1,1):.5:zerosetecomb((length(zerosetecomb)),1)); 
 
[yy]=interp1(t2,x,depth,'cubic'); 
 
%Running the irregular ARMASA on the gapped data 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t2,x,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(7) 
[slopearma8311]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
 
%Running periodogram on the cubic interpolated data set 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(7) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
 
%Running regular ARMASA on the cubic interpoated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
 
 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
frequencies2=frequencies3;%Converting to a wavelength 
hold on 
 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
%waves2=(waves2)'; 
 
figure(7) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,psdlang,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on cubic interpolatd data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(7) 
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%subplot(2,3,1) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
axis([-4.5 0 -5 10 ]) 
hold on 
%% Snort2 
 
%Using the color noise generator to create a signal with 58-10 spacing 
x=spatialPattern([(length(zeros349com)),1],-1.5); 
 
t2=((zerossnortcomb.*0.3048));%*.3048;%*10); 
 
depth=(zerossnortcomb(1,1):.5:zerossnortcomb((length(zerossnortcomb)),1)); 
 
[yy]=interp1(t2,x,depth,'cubic'); 
 
%Running the irregular ARMASA on the gapped data 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t2,x,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(8) 
[slopearmaSNORT]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
 
%Running periodogram on the cubic interpolated data set 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(8) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
 
%Running regular ARMASA on the cubic interpoated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
hold on 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(8) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,psdlang,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on cubic interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(8) 
%subplot(2,3,1) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
axis([-4.5 0 -5 10 ]) 
hold on 
%% Linear Interpolated Data on actual data distribution 
 
%% 58A-10 
x=spatialPattern([(length(zerosatencomb)),1],-1.5); 
 
 
t2=((zerosatencomb.*0.3048));%*.3048;%*10); 
 
depth=(t2(1,1):.5:t2((length(t2)),1)); 
 
 
[yy]=interp1(t2,x,depth,'linear'); 
 
%Running the irregular ARMASA on the gapped data 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t2,x,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
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waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(5) 
[slopearma58A10]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
 
%Running periodogram on the linear interpolated data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1); 
 
figure(2) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
 
%Running regular ARMASA on the cubic interpoated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
hold on 
 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(2) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on the linear interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1); 
 
figure(2) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
axis([-4.5 0 -5 10 ]) 
hold on 
%% 58-10 
x=spatialPattern([(length(zerostencombsmall)),1],-1.5); 
 
 
t2=((zerostencombsmall.*0.3048));%*.3048;%*10); 
 
depth=(t2(1,1):.5:t2((length(t2)),1)); 
 
 
[yy]=interp1(t2,x,depth,'linear'); 
 
%Running the irregular ARMASA on the gapped data 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t2,x,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(3) 
[slopearma5810]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
 
%Running periodogram on the linear interpolated data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(3) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
 
%Running regular ARMASA on the cubic interpoated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
frequencies2=frequencies3;%Converting to a wavelength 
hold on 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
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waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(3) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
hold on 
 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on linear interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(3) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
hold on 
%% 34-9 
x=spatialPattern([(length(zeros349com)),1],-1.5); 
 
t2=((zeros349com.*0.3048));%*.3048;%*10); 
 
depth=(t2(1,1):.5:t2((length(t2)),1)); 
 
 
[yy]=interp1(t2,x,depth,'linear'); 
 
%Running the irregular ARMASA on the gapped data 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t2,x,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(4) 
[slopearma349]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
 
%Running periodogram on the linear interpolated data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(4) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
 
%Running regular ARMASA on the cubic interpoated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
hold on 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(4) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
hold on 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on the linear interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(4) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
hold on 
%% Snort2 
x=spatialPattern([(length(zerossnortcomb)),1],-1.5); 
 
 
t2=((zerossnortcomb.*0.3048));%*.3048;%*10); 
 
depth=(t2(1,1):.5:t2((length(t2)),1)); 
 
 
[yy]=interp1(t2,x,depth,'linear'); 
 
%Running the irregular ARMASA on the gapped data 
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[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t2,x,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(6) 
[slopearmasnort]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
 
%Running periodogram on the linear interpolated data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(6) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
 
%Running regular ARMASA on the cubic interpoated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
frequencies2=frequencies3;%Converting to a wavelength 
hold on 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(6) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
hold on 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on linear interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(6) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
hold on 
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%Created by Kelly Blake 
%Created on 1/20/11 
%Updated on 4/14/11 
 
%Used to calculate the best case data set, each wells data distribution effect on spectal analysis in cases of 
interpolation and not interpolation 
%ALL FIELD DATA 
 
clear all, close all 
 
 
%% Interpolated Data 
 
%Loading all the data needed to evaluate the principle stress orientations 
%for each well 
atencombo=load('AtenCombo.txt'); 
[ atencomborient atencomborient2 atendeltacomb zerosatencomb atenstdcomb] = minorientation(atencombo); 
 
snortcombo=load('Snort2Combo.txt'); 
[ snortminorientcomb snortcomborient snortdeltacomb zerossnortcomb snortstdcomb] = minorientation(snortcombo); 
 
combo8311=load('83-11Combo.txt'); 
[eteminorientcomb etecomborient etedeltacomb zerosetecomb etestdcomb]=minorientation(combo8311); 
 
combo349=load('34-9Combo.txt'); 
[ mincomborient349 comboorient349 deltacomb349 zeros349com stdcom349] = minorientation(combo349); 
 
tencombsmalldevi=load('58-10CombSmallDevi.txt'); 
[ tencombsmallorient tencombsmallorient2 tendeltacombsmall zerostencombsmall tenstdcombsmall] = 
minorientation(tencombsmalldevi); 
 
%% 58A-10 
 
%Inputting a 'depth' for the interpolation to be calculated for 
depth=(zerosatencomb(1,1):.5:zerosatencomb((length(zerosatencomb)),1)); 
 
 
%Interpolating the data using the linear method 
[yy]=interp1(zerosatencomb,atendeltacomb,depth,'linear'); 
 
figure(3) 
plot(yy,depth,'.-m') 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
axis([-0.6 0.8 0 8000]) 
 
figure(4) 
plot(yx,depth,'.-r') 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
axis([-0.6 0.8 0 8000]) 
 
 
%Running periodogram on the field data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1); 
figure(5) 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
axis auto 
hold on 
 
%Running the ARMASA on uninterpolated data 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
 
figure(5) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
hold on 
axis auto 
 
%Running multitaper on uninterpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1); 
 
figure(5) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
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[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
hold on 
 
%Running ARMASA Irregular spacing on the uninterpolated, gapped data 
change=10; 
 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(zerosatencomb,atendeltacomb,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
 
figure(5) 
[slopearma58A10]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
%Running the spectral analysis methods on the distributions of sub-sections of 58A-10  
 
%Narrowing down the depth and orientation interval 
t22=zerosatencomb(1414:1973); 
atendeltacomb2=atendeltacomb(1414:1973); 
depth=(t22(1,1):.5:t22((length(t22)),1)); 
 
 
%Interpolating the data with a linear interpolation 
[yy]=interp1(t22,atendeltacomb2,depth,'linear'); 
 
figure(20) 
subplot(1,5,3) 
plot(yy,depth,'m','Linewidth',2); 
axis([0 180 400 10200]) 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
 
%Running periodogram on the span of interpolated data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1); 
waves3=f;%Changing the frequency to wavelength 
 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod58A10deep] = specgraphs(waves3,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
hold on 
 
%Running ARMASA on the interpolated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
frequencies2=frequencies3;%Converting to a wavelength 
hold on 
 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma58A10deep]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on the interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1); 
 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt58A10deep]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Best Case Synthetic Fractal Data Set',1); 
hold on 
 
%Running ARMASA irregular on the gapped data 
t23=(round(t22));%.*0.3048)); 
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[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t22,atendeltacomb2,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
 
[slopearma58A10]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','58A-10 Deep',1) 
hold on 
 
 
legend('Periodogram','ARMASA','Multitaper','ARMASA without Intepolation') 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
 
xlim([-2.5 0]) 
ylim([-4 8]) 
 
plot([-.3 -.3],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([-1.5 -1.5],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
hold on 
% 
% 
% 
%Shallow Depths 
t22=t2(47:558); 
atendeltacomb2=atendeltacomb(47:558); 
depth=(t22(1,1):.5:t22((length(t22)),1)); 
 
%Interpolating the data with a linear interpolation 
[yy]=interp1(t22,x,depth,'linear'); 
 
figure(20) 
subplot(1,5,3) 
plot(yy,depth,'m','Linewidth',2); 
axis([0 180 400 10200]) 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
 
%Running periodogram on the span of interpolated data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1); 
waves3=f;%Changing the frequency to wavelength 
 
figure(11) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod58A10sha] = specgraphs(waves3,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
hold on 
 
%Running ARMASA on the interpolated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
 
figure(11) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma58A10sha]=specgraphs(waves2,psdlang,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on the interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1); 
 
figure(11) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt58A10sha]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Best Case Synthetic Fractal Data Set',1); 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
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%Running ARMASA irregular on the gapped data 
t23=(round(t22));%.*0.3048)); 
 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(t22,atendeltacomb2,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
 
 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
 
figure(11) 
[slopearma58A10]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','58A-10 Deep',1) 
hold on 
 
xlim([-2.5 0]) 
ylim([-4 8]) 
plot([-.3 -.3],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([-1.5 -1.5],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
%% 58-10 
 
depth=(zerostencombsmall(1,1):.5:zerostencombsmall((length(zerostencombsmall)),1)); 
 
%Interpolating the gapped data using the cubic method 
[yy]=interp1(zerostencombsmall,tendeltacombsmall,depth,'linear'); 
 
%Running the irregular ARMASA on the gapped data 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(zerostencombsmall,tendeltacombsmall,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(zerostencombsmall)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(5) 
[slopearma5810]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
 
%Using the periodogram method on the 58-10 gapped synthetic data 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(5) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
 
 
%Running the ARMASA on the interpolated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(5) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,psdlang,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on the cubic interpolated data set 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(5) 
%subplot(2,3,1) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
axis([-4.5 0 -5 10 ]) 
hold on 
%% 34-9 
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depth=(zeros349com(1,1):.5:zeros349com((length(zeros349com)),1)); 
 
[yy]=interp1(zeros349com,deltacomb349,depth,'linear'); 
 
%Running the irregular ARMASA on the gapped data 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(zeros349com,deltacomb349,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(6) 
[slopearma349]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
 
%Running periodogram on the cubic interpolated data set 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1); 
 
figure(6) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
 
%Running regular ARMASA on the cubic interpoated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(6) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,psdlang,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on cubic interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(6) 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
axis([-4.5 0 -5 10 ]) 
hold on 
%% 83-11 
 
depth=(zerosetecomb(1,1):.5:zerosetecomb((length(zerosetecomb)),1)); 
 
[yy]=interp1(zerosetecomb,etedeltacomb,depth,'linear'); 
 
%Running the irregular ARMASA on the gapped data 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(zerosetecomb,etedeltacomb,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(7) 
[slopearma8311]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
 
%Running periodogram on the cubic interpolated data set 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(7) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
 
%Running regular ARMASA on the cubic interpoated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
 
 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
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[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
frequencies2=frequencies3;%Converting to a wavelength 
hold on 
 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
%waves2=(waves2)'; 
 
figure(7) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,psdlang,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on cubic interpolatd data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(7) 
%subplot(2,3,1) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
axis([-4.5 0 -5 10 ]) 
hold on 
%% Snort2 
 
depth=(zerossnortcomb(1,1):.5:zerossnortcomb((length(zerossnortcomb)),1)); 
 
[yy]=interp1(zerossnortcomb,snortdeltacomb,depth,'linear'); 
 
%Running the irregular ARMASA on the gapped data 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(zerossnortcomb,snortdeltacomb,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
[psd_true2 frequencies2]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(t22)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true2(j); 
 
figure(8) 
[slopearmaSNORT]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','Evenly Spaced Data Set',1) 
axis auto 
 
%Running periodogram on the cubic interpolated data set 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(8) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
 
%Running regular ARMASA on the cubic interpoated data 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
hold on 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(8) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,psdlang,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method on cubic interpolated data 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[freq1],1); 
 
figure(8) 
%subplot(2,3,1) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
axis([-4.5 0 -5 10 ]) 
hold on 
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%Created by Kelly Blake 
%Created on 2/28/11 
%Updated on 4/5/11 
  
  
%Used to perform a sensitivity study for the synthetic gapped data sets and 
%their dependence on data spacing 
  
clear all, close all 
  
  
for i=.009:.01:100;%Span of data spacing 
  
t2=(1:i:1000)'; 
x=spatialPattern([length(t2),1],-1.5); 
  
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1); 
[slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
  
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
[slopearma]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1); 
  
yy=(yy)'; 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1); 
[slopemt]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Multitaper Method',1); 
  
figure (1) 
plot(log10(1/i),slopeperiod(1,1),'kx-','MarkerSize',10) 
hold on 
plot(log10(1/i),slopearma(1,1),'rd-','MarkerSize',10) 
hold on 
plot(log10(1/i),slopemt(1,1),'bo-','MarkerSize',10) 
hold on 
  
end 
  
  
ylabel('Spectral Slope (Beta)') 
xlabel('Data Frequency (1/Data Spacing)') 
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%Created by Kelly Blake 
%Created on 1/24/11 
%Updated on 2/18/11 
 
clear all,close all 
 
%% Used to analyzed the P Wave Velocity for 34-9 and 58A-10 (all of it and 
%% shallow and deep) 
ATenVP=load('dataVP58A10.dat'); 
AtenDepth=ATenVP(:,1); 
AtenVP=ATenVP(:,2); 
TFNVP=load('dataVP_34_9RD2_all.dat'); 
TFND=TFNVP(:,1); 
TFNVP=TFNVP(:,2); 
%% 58A-10 VP Spectral Analysis (Whole well) 
 
%Pulling out the span that the induced structures spanned 
ATenVPWholeDepth=AtenDepth(1089:30435); 
AtenVPWholeVP=AtenVP(1089:30435); 
 
%Plotting the entire data set 
figure (1) 
subplot(1,2,1) 
plot(AtenVPWholeVP,ATenVPWholeDepth) 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
ylabel('Measured Depth (ft)') 
xlabel('Vp') 
title('58A-10 Vp with Depth') 
axis([0 50 2000 10300]) 
 
%Frequency Range 
sampling=1; 
ATenVPWholeDepth=ATenVPWholeDepth*.3048; 
depth=(ATenVPWholeDepth(1,1):.06:ATenVPWholeDepth((length(ATenVPWholeDepth)),1)); 
 
[yy]=interp1(ATenVPWholeDepth,AtenVPWholeVP,depth,'linear'); 
%Periodogram 
[pxx58A10VP,f58A10VP]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1/sampling); 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,2) 
[Whole58A10VPper] = specgraphs(f58A10VP,pxx58A10VP,'k','58A-10 VP Periodogram Method',0.5) 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
hold on 
xlim([-4.5 0]) 
ylim([-5 4]) 
 
%ARMASA 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3]=armasel(yy); 
%[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] = ARMAsel_mis2(depthsnort,snortdeltacomb,length(snortdeltacomb)); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd2(AR3,MA3,(length(AtenVPWholeVP))); 
 
 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
frequencies3=frequencies3(j); 
psd_true3=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,2) 
[Whole58A10VPARMA] = specgraphs(frequencies3,psd_true3,'r','58A-10 VP ARMASA Method',0.5) 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
hold on 
xlim([-4.5 0]) 
ylim([-5 4]) 
legend('Periodogram','ARMASA','Multitaper') 
 
%Multitaper 
 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1/sampling); 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,2) 
% fmt=fmt(39:32769); 
% pxxmt=pxxmt(39:32769); 
[Whole58A10VPMulti] = specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','58A-10 VP Whole Well',0.5) 
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hold on 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
xlim([-4.5 0]) 
ylim([-5 4]) 
 
 
 
figure(3) 
 
subplot(2,3,6) 
[Snort2slopeperiod] = specgraphs(f6snort,pxx6snort,'k','Snort2 Periodogram Method',0.5) 
hold on 
[Snort2slopeARMA] = specgraphs(frequencies3,psd_true3,'r','Snort2 ARMASA Method',0.5) 
hold on 
[Snort2slopeMulti] = specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Snort2',0.5) 
legend('Periodogram','ARMASA','Multitaper') 
hold on 
plot([-2.7 -2.7],[-10 10],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([-0.5 -0.5],[-10 10],'k--') 
hold on 
%axis([-3 0 -10 10]) 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
 
xlim([-4 0]) 
ylim([-3 7]) 
 
% 
% 
% 
%58A-10 Error 
 
x=spatialPattern([(length(AtenVPWholeVP)),1],-1.5); 
 
[yy]=interp1(ATenVPWholeDepth,AtenVPWholeVP,depth,'linear'); 
 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1); 
waves3=f;%Changing the frequency to wavelength 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod58A10VP] = specgraphs(waves3,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
hold on 
 
slopeperiod58A10VP 
periodpddeep=(abs(-1.5-slopeperiod58A10VP)) 
 
%ARMASA 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
frequencies2=frequencies3;%Converting to a wavelength 
hold on 
 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
%waves2=(waves2)'; 
 
 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma58A10VP]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
 
slopearma58A10VP 
slopearma58A10deep=(abs(-1.5-slopearma58A10VP)) 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1); 
 
figure(10) 
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%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt58A10VP]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Best Case Synthetic Fractal Data Set',1); 
legend('Periodogram','ARMASA','Multitaper') 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
hold on 
xlim([-2.5 0]) 
ylim([-4 8]) 
 
plot([-.3 -.3],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([-1.5 -1.5],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
hold on 
 
slopemt58A10VP 
multipddeep=(abs(-1.5-slopemt58A10VP)) 
 
 
%Input for the highest AR order 
change=10; 
 
%using the armasel missing data script 
% [AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_mis2(t3,x3,change); 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(ATenVPWholeDepth,AtenVPWholeVP,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(AtenVPWholeVP)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
% waves2=waves2(138:29347); 
% pd=pd(138:29347); 
 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,2) 
[slopearma58A10VP]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','58-10 ARMASA Method',1) 
xlim([-2.5 0]) 
ylim([-4 4]) 
%% 58A-10 VP Spectral Analysis (Shallow well) 
 
%Pulling out the span of data used for the induced structure analysis 
ATenVPShallowD=AtenDepth(11266:18237); 
ATenVPShallowVP=AtenVP(11266:18237); 
 
sampling=1; 
depth=(ATenVPShallowD(1,1):.06:ATenVPShallowD((length(ATenVPShallowD)),1)); 
 
[yy]=interp1(ATenVPShallowD,ATenVPShallowVP,depth,'linear'); 
 
%Periodogram 
[pxx58A10VP,f58A10VP]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1/sampling); 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,3) 
[Shallow58A10VPper] = specgraphs(f58A10VP,pxx58A10VP,'k','58A-10 VP Periodogram Method',0.5) 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
xlim([-4.5 0]) 
ylim([-5 4]) 
hold on 
 
%ARMASA 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3]=armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd2(AR3,MA3,(length(ATenVPShallowVP))); 
 
 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
frequencies3=frequencies3(j); 
psd_true3=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,3) 
[Shallow58A10VPARMA] = specgraphs(frequencies3,psd_true3,'r','58A-10 VP ARMASA Method',0.5) 
axis equal 
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axis tight 
grid on 
xlim([-4.5 0]) 
ylim([-5 4]) 
hold on 
 
%Multitaper 
 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1/sampling); 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,3) 
[Shallow58A10VPMulti] = specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','58A-10 VP Shallow Well',0.5) 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
xlim([-4.5 0]) 
ylim([-5 4]) 
hold on 
% 
% 
% 
%58A-10 Shallow Error 
 
x=spatialPattern([(length(ATenVPShallowVP)),1],-1.5); 
 
[yy]=interp1(ATenVPShallowD,ATenVPShallowVP,depth,'linear'); 
 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1); 
waves3=f;%Changing the frequency to wavelength 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod58A10VP] = specgraphs(waves3,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
hold on 
 
slopeperiod58A10VP 
periodpddeep=(abs(-1.5-slopeperiod58A10VP)) 
 
 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
frequencies2=frequencies3;%Converting to a wavelength 
hold on 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma58A10VP]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
slopearma58A10VP 
slopearma58A10deep=(abs(-1.5-slopearma58A10VP)) 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1); 
 
 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt58A10VP]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Best Case Synthetic Fractal Data Set',1); 
legend('Periodogram','ARMASA','Multitaper') 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
 
xlim([-2.5 0]) 
ylim([-4 8]) 
 
plot([-.3 -.3],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([-1.5 -1.5],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
hold on 
 
slopemt58A10VP 
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multipddeep=(abs(-1.5-slopemt58A10VP)) 
 
 
 
%Input for the highest AR order 
change=20; 
 
%using the armasel missing data script 
% [AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_mis2(t3,x3,change); 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(ATenVPShallowD,ATenVPShallowVP,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(ATenVPShallowD)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,3) 
[slopearma58A10shalVP]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','58-10 ARMASA Method',1) 
xlim([-2.5 0]) 
ylim([-4 4]) 
%% 58A-10 VP Spectral Analysis (Deep Well) 
 
%Pulling out the needed data 
ATenVPDeepD=AtenDepth(27401:28735); 
ATenVPDeepVP=AtenVP(27401:28735); 
 
sampling=1; 
depth=(ATenVPDeepD(1,1):.06:ATenVPDeepD((length(ATenVPDeepD)),1)); 
 
[yy]=interp1(ATenVPDeepD,ATenVPDeepVP,depth,'linear'); 
 
%Periodogram 
[pxx58A10VP,f58A10VP]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1/sampling); 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,4) 
[Deep58A10VPper] = specgraphs(f58A10VP,pxx58A10VP,'k','58A-10 VP Periodogram Method',0.5) 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
xlim([-4.5 0]) 
ylim([-5 4]) 
hold on 
 
%ARMASA 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3]=armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd2(AR3,MA3,(length(ATenVPShallowVP))); 
 
 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
frequencies3=frequencies3(j); 
psd_true3=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,4) 
[Deep58A10VPARMA] = specgraphs(frequencies3,psd_true3,'r','58A-10 VP ARMASA Method',0.5) 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
xlim([-4.5 0]) 
ylim([-5 4]) 
hold on 
legend('Periodogram','ARMASA','Multitaper') 
 
%Multitaper 
 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1/sampling); 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,4) 
% fmt=fmt(6:2049); 
% pxxmt=pxxmt(6:2049); 
[Deep58A10VPMulti] = specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','58A-10 VP Deep Well',0.5) 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
xlim([-4.5 0]) 
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ylim([-5 4]) 
hold on 
% 
% 
% 
%58A-10 Deep Error 
 
x=spatialPattern([(length(ATenVPDeepVP)),1],-1.5); 
 
[yy]=interp1(ATenVPDeepD,ATenVPDeepVP,depth,'linear'); 
 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1); 
waves3=f;%Changing the frequency to wavelength 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod58A10VP] = specgraphs(waves3,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
%axis([-1.6 0 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
slopeperiod58A10VP 
periodpddeep=(abs(-1.5-slopeperiod58A10VP)) 
 
 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
frequencies2=frequencies3;%Converting to a wavelength 
hold on 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma58A10VP]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
slopearma58A10VP 
slopearma58A10deep=(abs(-1.5-slopearma58A10VP)) 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1); 
 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt58A10VP]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Best Case Synthetic Fractal Data Set',1); 
legend('Periodogram','ARMASA','Multitaper') 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
 
xlim([-2.5 0]) 
ylim([-4 8]) 
 
plot([-.3 -.3],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([-1.5 -1.5],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
hold on 
 
slopemt58A10VP 
multipddeep=(abs(-1.5-slopemt58A10VP)) 
 
 
%Input for the highest AR order 
change=20; 
 
%using the armasel missing data script 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(ATenVPDeepD,ATenVPDeepVP,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(ATenVPDeepD)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
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figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,4) 
[slopearma58A10deepVP]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','58-10 ARMASA Method',1) 
xlim([-2.5 0]) 
ylim([-4 4]) 
%% 34-9 VP Spectral Analysis (Whole Well) 
 
%Pulling out the span of data needed 
TFNVPWholeD=TFND(1:3380); 
TFNVPWholeVP=TFNVP(1:3380); 
 
figure(1) 
subplot(1,2,2) 
plot(TFNVPWholeVP,TFNVPWholeD) 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse') 
ylabel('Measured Depth (ft)') 
xlabel('Vp') 
title('34-9RD2DP Vp with Depth') 
xlim([0 50]) 
 
depth=(TFNVPWholeD(1,1):.06:TFNVPWholeD((length(TFNVPWholeD)),1)); 
 
[yy]=interp1(TFNVPWholeD,TFNVPWholeVP,depth,'linear'); 
 
%Periodogram 
[pxx58A10VP,f58A10VP]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1/sampling); 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,1) 
[TFNVPper] = specgraphs(f58A10VP,pxx58A10VP,'k','58A-10 VP Periodogram Method',0.5) 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
xlim([-4.5 0]) 
ylim([-5 4]) 
hold on 
 
 
%ARMASA 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3]=armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd2(AR3,MA3,(length(TFNVPWholeVP))); 
 
 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
frequencies3=frequencies3(j); 
psd_true3=psd_true3(j); 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,1) 
[TFN58A10VPARMA] = specgraphs(frequencies3,psd_true3,'r','58A-10 VP ARMASA Method',0.5) 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
xlim([-4.5 0]) 
ylim([-5 4]) 
hold on 
 
%Multitaper 
 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1/sampling); 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,1) 
[TFN58A10VPMulti] = specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','34-9 VP Whole Well',0.5) 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
xlim([-4.5 0]) 
ylim([-5 4]) 
hold on 
% 
% 
% 
%34-9 Error 
 
x=spatialPattern([(length(TFNVPWholeVP)),1],-1.5); 
 
[yy]=interp1(TFNVPWholeD,TFNVPWholeVP,depth,'linear'); 
 
[pxx,f]=periodogram(yy,[],[],1); 
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figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopeperiod3491VP] = specgraphs(f,pxx,'k','Periodogram Method',1); 
%axis([-1.6 0 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
slopeperiod349VP 
periodpddeep=(abs(-1.5-slopeperiod349VP)) 
 
 
%ARMASA 
yy=(yy)'; 
[AR3,MA3,SELLOG3] =armasel(yy); 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR3,MA3,length(yy)); 
frequencies2=frequencies3;%Converting to a wavelength 
hold on 
 
%Getting rid of the infinity value in the datasets 
j=find(frequencies2~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies2(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopearma349VP]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'r','ARMASA Method',1) 
axis([-1.6 -0.5 -2 8 ]) 
hold on 
 
 
slopearma349VP 
slopearma349VP=(abs(-1.5-slopearma349VP)) 
 
%Using the Multitaper Method 
[pxxmt fmt]=pmtm(yy,[],[],1); 
 
figure(10) 
%Calling a function to graph the periodogram data 
[slopemt349VP]= specgraphs(fmt,pxxmt,'b','Best Case Synthetic Fractal Data Set',1); 
legend('Periodogram','ARMASA','Multitaper') 
axis equal 
axis tight 
grid on 
 
xlim([-2.5 0]) 
ylim([-4 8]) 
 
plot([-.3 -.3],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
plot([-1.5 -1.5],[-4 8],'k--') 
hold on 
hold on 
 
slopemt349VP 
multipddeep=(abs(-1.5-slopemt349VP)) 
 
%Input for the highest AR order 
change=20; 
 
%using the armasel missing data script 
% [AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_mis2(t3,x3,change); 
[AR,MA,Sellog]=ARMAsel_irreg(TFNVPWholeD,TFNVPWholeVP,change,1.88,(1/1.88)); 
 
[psd_true3 frequencies3]=arma2psd(AR,MA,length(TFNVPWholeD)); 
 
%Getting rid of values that are infinity 
j=find(frequencies3~=Inf); 
waves2=frequencies3(j); 
pd=psd_true3(j); 
 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(1,4,1) 
[slopearma349deepVP]=specgraphs(waves2,pd,'--r','58-10 ARMASA Method',1) 
legend('Periodogram','ARMASA','Multitaper','ARMASA without Interp.') 
xlim([-2.5 0]) 
ylim([-4 4]) 

 


